Discography Of The Blue Note Label

Blue Note was started in New York City in 1938 by Alfred W. Lion. Blue Note recorded jazz only.

The following history of the Blue Note record label is from the Blue Note Website (bluenote.com).

“In 1925, 16-year old Alfred Lion noticed a concert poster for Sam Wooding's orchestra near his favorite ice-skating arena in his native Berlin, Germany. He'd heard many of his mother's jazz records and began to take an interest in the music, but that night his life was changed. The impact of what he heard live touched a deep passion within him. His thirst for the music temporarily brought him to New York in 1928 where he worked on the docks and slept in Central Park to get closer to the music.

On December 23, 1938, Lion attended the celebrated Spirituals to Swing concert at Carnegie Hall. The power, soul and beauty with which boogie woogie piano masters Albert Ammons and Meade Lux Lewis rocked the stage gripped him. Exactly two weeks later, on January 6 at 2 in the afternoon, he brought them into a New York studio to make some recordings. They took turns at the one piano, recording four solos each before relinquishing the bench to the other man. The long session ended with two stunning duets. Blue Note Records was finally a reality.

The label's first brochure in May of 1939 carried a statement of purpose that Lion rarely strayed from throughout the many styles and years during which he built one of the greatest jazz record companies in the world. It read: "Blue Note Records are designed simply to serve the uncompromising expressions of hot jazz or swing, in general. Any particular style of playing which represents an authentic way of musical feeling is genuine expression. By virtue of its significance in place, time and circumstance, it possesses its own tradition, artistic standards and audience that keeps it alive. Hot jazz, therefore, is expression and communication, a musical and social manifestation, and Blue Note records are concerned with identifying its impulse, not its sensational and commercial adornments.”

At the end of 1939, Lion's childhood friend Francis Wolff caught the last boat out of Nazi-controlled Germany bound for America. He found employment at a photographic studio and joined forces with Lion at night to continue Blue Note. In the late 1940s, jazz had changed again, and Lion and Wolff could no longer resist the be-bop movement. Saxophonist Ike Quebec had become a close friend and advisor to both of them. Just as he had ushered in their swingtet phase, he would also bring them into modern jazz, introducing them to many of the new music's innovators and encouraging them to document it. Soon they were recording Fats Navarro and Bud Powell and giving Tadd Dameron, Thelonious Monk, Art Blakey, among others, their first dates as leaders. Lion and Wolff became especially fascinated with Monk and helped his career in every conceivable way. Despite critical resistance and poor sales, they recorded him frequently until 1952.

Monk's case was the first example of what Horace Silver described in a 1980 interview, "Alfred Lion and Frank Wolff were men of integrity and real jazz fans. Blue Note was a great label to record for. They gave a first break to a lot of great artists who are still out there doing it today. They gave me my first break. They gave a lot of musicians a chance to record when all the other companies weren't interested. And they would stick with an artist, even if he wasn't selling. You don't find that anymore.”

Album covers started to become a distinctive component in the Blue Note mix. Frank Wolff's extraordinarily sensitive and atmospheric photos and the advanced designs of Paul Bacon, Gil Melle and John Hermansader gave Blue Note a look that was both distinctive and beautiful.

Meanwhile, Lion was making first albums by the likes of Horace Silver, Lou Donaldson, Clifford Brown, Wynton Kelly, Elmo Hope, Kenny Drew, Tal Farlow and Kenny Burrell. He was also recording significant sessions with established modern talents like Kenny Dorham, George Wallington, Milt Jackson, Miles Davis, Thad Jones, Sonny Rollins and Herbie Nichols.

In 1952, Alfred became intrigued by the sound of a Triumph recording that saxophonist-composer Gil Melle had done at engineer Rudy Van Gelder's parents' home in Hackensack, New Jersey, where Van Gelder had a recording set-up in the living room. Blue Note had always been known for its superior sound and balance, but in Rudy, Alfred found an intelligent, kindred soul from whom he could extract an ideal sound. Van Gelder engineered most of the major jazz recordings of the '50s and '60s for many labels. He told me, "Alfred knew exactly what he wanted to hear. He communicated it to me and I got it for him technically. He was amazing in what he heard and how he would patiently draw it out of me. He gave me confidence and support in any situation.”

By 1954, Blue Note naturally gravitated toward a system that was much akin to a repertory theatre company: using a revolving cast of sidemen and leaders who would assure them the creativity, compatibility and dependability that
Blue Note sought. Leaders would appear on each other's projects: recurring sidemen would be groomed to grow into leaders. Sometimes such instances could be purely serendipitous. Horace Silver's first session was to have been a Lou Donaldson quartet date that Lou had to cancel at the last minute to go out of town. Alfred thought it was time for Silver to make his debut anyway and offered him the same date as his own trio session.

On the subject of Horace Silver, Lion felt in late 1954 that Horace should do a record with horns. He and the pianist arrived at the ideal personnel: Kenny Dorham, Hank Mobley, Doug Watkins and Art Blakey. The date went so well that these five men decided on a common purpose and formed a co-operative band called The Jazz Messengers. The group's idea was to present soulful modern jazz that incorporated the language of be-bop (without the virtuosic clichés of its second-generation followers) and the soulful, warm roots of blues and gospel music. It worked, and it became, with Van Gelder's engineering, the Blue Note sound.

Soon after, Blue Note would set in motion another trend in jazz. On the advice of Babs Gonzales and other musicians, Lion and Wolff ventured out to hear a Philadelphia pianist who had abandoned his original instrument and woodshedded intently for more than a year on a rented Hammond organ in the corner of a warehouse. As Frank Wolff told it in 1969, "I first heard Jimmy Smith at Small's Paradise in January of 1956. It was his first gig in New York. He was a stunning sight. A man in convulsions, face contorted, crouched over in apparent agony, his fingers flying, his feet dancing over the pedals. The air was filled with waves of sound I had never heard before. The noise was shattering. A few people sat around, puzzled, but impressed. He came off the stand, smiling, the sweat dripping all over him. 'So what do you think?' 'Yeah', I said. That's all I could say. Alfred Lion had already made up his mind."

Around the same time, Wolff met Reid Miles, a commercial artist who was a devout classical music fan. They struck up a rapport and Miles became the designer for the label for the next 11 years. He relied on Alfred to describe the mood and intent of each album and then created wonderful graphic covers that were different from each other, but still maintained an indefinable Blue Note look.

It was 1956, and the cast that gave the label its sound and identity - Lion, Wolff, Van Gelder, Miles, Blakey, Silver, and Smith - was complete. For the next decade or so Blue Note dominated the artistic and commercial courses of the music. As Wolff once said, "We established a style, including recording, pressing and covers. The details made the difference."

The early '60s saw Blue Note move to a higher plateau in the record industry. While they had always had strong sales with Jimmy Smith, Horace Silver and others, Donald Byrd's "A New Perspective", a unique 1963 album for jazz group and wordless choir, began crossing over to more general audiences. The next year, the company released two albums that were unexpected blockbusters, which had lengthy stays on the pop charts: Lee Morgan's "The Sidewinder" and Horace Silver's "Song For My Father".

In addition to continuing its hard bop tradition with Morgan, Mobley, Silver, Blakey and younger men like Hancock, Green, Wayne Shorter, Bobby Hutcherson, Freddie Hubbard and Joe Henderson, the label also moved cautiously into the avant-garde. Although a lot of chaotic and inferior music was passing for art in that movement, Lion and Wolff typically found the best and most substantial artists of the genre to record. Their first project was Jackie McLean's 1963 group with Grachan Moncur, Bobby Hutcherson and Tony Williams, all of whom would soon be recording their own albums as well. Tony's albums led to an association with Sam Rivers. There were also impressive works by Larry Young and Andrew Hill as well as the grand old masters of the avant-garde: Cecil Taylor, Eric Dolphy and Ornette Coleman.

When Liberty Records made them an offer to sell out of Blue Note in 1965, they took it. Lion stayed on until mid-1967, when health problems forced him to retire. Wolff and Duke Pearson divided the producing chores, and the roster still maintained many fine straight ahead artists, but jazz was moving into another cycle of hard times, economically and artistically. There were few working groups and few decent, good-paying clubs. The scene did not provide an environment in which it could nurture young talent and perpetuate itself.

Frank Wolff slaved away at Blue Note until his death in 1971. With Wolff's death and the lessening involvement of Duke Pearson, the label's emphasis shifted more toward fusion. Donald Byrd discovered Larry Mizell and asked him to produce "Black Byrd", a huge hit. Mizell later produced Bobbi Humphrey who was brought to the label by Lee Morgan.
Blue Note managed to survive through a program of reissues and previously unreleased material that Blue Note executive Charlie Lourie and Michael Cuscuna started in 1975. That program survived sporadically until 1981: the last active Blue Note artist was Horace Silver, who recorded for the label from 1952 until 1980.

In 1982, Lourie and Cuscuna started Mosaic Records as a by-product of trying to convince current owner Capitol Records to restart Blue Note. Our first releases were complete Blue Note collections by Thelonious Monk and Albert Ammons-Meade Lux Lewis. In mid 1984, EMI hired Bruce Lundvall to resurrect the label in earnest in the United States. The label was relaunched the following February with the "One Night With Blue Note" concert of all-star bands composed of new and old Blue Note artists at New York's Town Hall. Blue Note was reborn."

The Blue Note label discography was compiled using our record collections, Schwann Catalogs from 1949 to 1982, a Phono-Log from 1963. Some album numbers and all unissued album information is from “The Blue Note Label Discography” by Michel Ruppli. Some track information is from The Blue Note Discography Project of JAZZDISCO.org and various other sources. Tracks are listed in order they appear on the albums when known. The double slash (//) is indication of the separation between sides. Titles listed without a double slash (/) are listed as printed in the Phono-Log, Schwann catalog, or JAZZDISCO.org and the separation between side one and side two is unknown.

Some Blue Note albums were reissued on the Applause label and the Epitaph label. Please see those discographies.

**Blue Note Label Discography**

### 10 Inch Modern Jazz Series


BLP 5003 - The Amazing Bud Powell - Bud Powell [1951] Over the Rainbow/It Could Happen to You/Un Poco Loco/A Night in Tunisia/Ornithology/You Go To My Head/Wail/Bounding With Bud


BLP 5005 - James Moody With Strings - James Moody [11/51] Loving You the Way I Do/Bedelia/Autumn Leaves/So very Pretty/Singing For You/Shades of Blonde/Jackie My Little Cat/September Serenade

BLP 5006 - James Moody And Modernists With Chano Pozo - James Moody [1951] The Fuller Bop Man/Workshop/Oh, Henry/Moodamorphosis/Tropicanna/Cu-Ba/Moody’s All Frantic/Tin Tin Deo

BLP 5007 - Overture To Dawn Volume 1 - Erroll Garner [1952] Overture to Dawn/You Were Born to be Kissed/I Hear a Rhapsody


BLP 5009 - Genius Of Modern Music Volume 1 - Thelonious Monk [1952] Humph/Suburban Eyes/Nice Work If You Can Get It/In Walked Bud/Who Knows/Four in One/Strict, No Chaser


BLP 5012 - Howard McGhee All Stars - Howard McGhee [1953] operation/The Skunk/Lo-Flame/Fuguetta/Fluid Drive/Meciendo/Donellon Square/I’ll Remember April
BLP 5013 - Young Man With A Horn - Miles Davis [1952] Dear Old Stockholm/Chance
It/Yesterdays/Donna/Would'n You/How Deep is the Ocean

BLP 5014 - Overture To Dawn Volume 3 - Erroll Garner [1952] I Got Rhythm/Sunny Side of the
Street/Yesterdays/Fast Company

BLP 5015 - Overture To Dawn Volume 4 - Erroll Garner [1952] Duke For Dinner/The Fighting Cocks/Erroll’s
Reverie/A Lick and a Promise

BLP 5016 - Overture To Dawn Volume 5 - Erroll Garner [1952] All the Things You Are Parts 1 & 2/Gas Light/Opus
1/The Clock Stood Still

BLP 5017 - Horn Of Plenty - Dizzy Gillespie [1952] Hurry Home/Afro-Paris/She’s Funny That Way/Lady
Bird/Somebody Loves Me/Wrap Your Troubles in Dreams/Sweet Lorraine/Everything Happens to Me

Swell/Quicksilver/Ecaroh/Yeah!/Knowledge Box/Prelude to a Kiss

BLP 5019 - New Sounds From The Old World - Various Artists [1953] Pick Yourself Up - The Swingin’
Swedes/Summertime - The Swingin’ Swedes/Cream of the Crop - The Swingin’ Swedes/Birdland Bounce - Johnny
Dankworth’s Cool Britons/Leapin’ In London - Johnny Dankworth’s Cool Britons/Tea For Me - Johnny Dankworth’s
Cool Britons/Cherokee - Johnny Dankworth’s Cool Britons/

Concerto/Cyclotron/October/Under Capricorn/Venus

Home/If I Love Again/The Best Things In Life are Free/Things We Did Last Summer/Lou’s Blues/Sweet Juice

BLP 5022 - Miles Davis Volume 2 - Miles Davis [195?] Tempus Fugit/Enigma/Ray’s Idea/Kelo/I Waited For
You/CTA

BLP 5023 - New Faces-New Sounds - Kenny Drew Trio [195?] Yesterdays/Stella By Starlight/Glora/Be My
Love//Lover Come Back to Me/Everything Happens to Me/It Might as Well Be Spring/Drew's Blues

BLP 5024 - Howard McGhee Volume 2 - Howard McGhee [195?] Jarm/Good-
bye/Futurity/Shaboazz/Tranquility/Ittapana

BLP 5025 - New Faces-New Sounds - Wynton Kelly [195?] Cherokee/Blue Moon/Moonlight in Vermont/Born To Be
Blue/There’ll Never be Another You/Crazy He Calls Me/I’ve Found a New Baby/Goodbye

BLP 5026 - Memorable Sessions - Various Artists [195?] A Jamming in Four – Edmond Hall/Edmond Hall Blues –
Edmond Hall/Profoundly Blue No. 2 – Edmond Hall/Celestial Express – Edmond Hall/Blue Interval – Red
Norvo/Seein’ Red – Red Norvo

BLP 5027 - Swing Hi-Swing Lo - Various Artists [195?] Conversing in Blue – Benny Morton/Limehouse Blues –
My Music Room – Ray Nance/Basically Blue – Shad Collins

Could Happen to You/Get Happy

BLP 5029 - New Faces-New Sounds - Elmo Hope Trio [195?] Mo is On/Sweet and Lovely/Happy Hour/Hot
Sauce//Freffie/Stars Over Marakech/Carving the Rock/I Remember You

BLP 5030 - New Faces-New Sounds - Lou Donaldson And Clifford Brown [1/54] Bellarosa/Carving the
Rock/Cookin’/Brownie Speaks/De-Dah/You Go to My Head

BLP 5031 - New Faces-New Sounds - Wade Legge Trio [195?] Perdido/Dream a Little Dream of Me/Wade Leg’s
Blues/A Swedish Folksong//Dance of the Infidels/Aren’t You Glad You’re You/These Foolish Things/Why Don’t
You Believe Me
BLP 5053 - New Faces-New Sounds - Julius Watkins Sextet [1955] Linda Delia/Perpetuation/I Have Known/Leete
BLP 5054 - Gil Melle Quartet Volume 3 - Gil Melle Quartet [1/55] Quadrille For Moderns/Ballade For Guitar/Lullaby Of Birdland/Newport News/Metropolitan/Summertime
BLP 5056 - New Faces-New Sounds From Germany - Jutta Hipp Quintet [195?] Cleopatra /Don't Worry 'Bout Me /Ghost Of A Chance /Mon Petit/What's New /Blue Skies /Laura /Variations
BLP 5057 - The Eminent Jay Jay Johnson, Volume 2 - Jay Jay Johnson [195?] Jay/Time After Time/Old Devil Moon/Too Marvelous For Words/It’s You or No One/Coffee Pot
BLP 5058 - Horace Silver Quintet - Horace Silver Quintet [195?] Room 608/Creepin' In/Doodlin'/Stop Time
BLP 5059 – Best from the West, Modern Sounds From California Volume 1 - Various Artists [195?] Santa Anita – Harry “Sweets” Edison/Santa Monica – Harry “Sweets” Edison/The Blindfold Test No.1 – Conte Candoli/Culver City – Conte Candoli/The Blindfold Test No.2 – Conte Candoli/Hooray For Hollywood – Harry “Sweets” Edison
BLP 5060 – Best From the West, Modern Sounds From California Volume 2 - Various Artists [195?] Van Nuys Indeed! /Here's Pete /The Blindfold Test No.3 /Burbank Bounce /Arcadia /No Love, No Nothing
BLP 5061 - The Swinging Fats Sadi Combo - Fats Sadi Combo [6/55] Sadisme/Sweet Feeling/Thanks a Million/Big Balcony/Karin/Laguna Leap/Ad Libitum/Ridin’ High
BLP 5062 - Horace Silver Quintet Volume 2 - Horace Silver Quintet [1955] Hippy/To Whom It May Concern/Hankerin’/The Preacher
BLP 5063 - Gil Melle Quintet Volume 4 - Gil Melle Quintet [1955] Five Impressions of Color: Spectrum Violet, Sea Green, Royal Blue, Ebony, Spectrum Red/Life Begins at Midnight/Threadneedle Street/Night Train to Wildwood
BLP 5065 - Afro-Cuban - Kenny Dorham [1955] Minor's Holiday/Basheer’s Dream/Afrodisia/ Lotus Flower
BLP 5067 - Lou Mecca Quartet - Lou Mecca Quartet [1955] You Go to My Head/Bernie's Tune/Stan's Invention/All the Things You Are/Just One of Those Things/The Song Is You

Blue Note Traditional Jazz 10 Inch Series

BLP 7001 - Blue Note Jazzmen - Sidney Bechet & Wild Bill Davison [1950] Fidgety Feet/Sister Kate/Shim-Me-Sha-Wabble/The Onions//Copenhagen/Nobody Knows You/China Boy/Buddy Bolden’s Story
BLP 7003 - Jazz Classics Volume 2 - Sidney Bechet [1950] St. Louis Blues/Jazz Me Blues/Pounding Heart Blues//High Society/Blues For Tommy Lardner/Jackass Blues
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BLP 7004 - The Best In Two Beat - Art Hodes And Chicagoans [1950] Doctor Jazz/Yellow Dog Blues/Changes Made/Slow 'Em Down Blues/Maple Leaf Rag/Shoe Shiner's Drag/She's Crying For Me/Clark And Randolph

BLP 7005 - Art Hodes Hot Five With Sidney Bechet & Bill Davison - Art Hodes Hot Five [1950] Maple Leaf Rag/Shoe Shiner’s Drag/She’s Crying For Me/Clark and Randolph//Doctor Jazz/Yellow Dog Blues/Changes Made/Slow ‘Em Down Blues

BLP 7006 - Dixieland Jubilee - Art Hodes And Blue Note Jazz Men [11/50] Sugar Foot Stomp/Shake That Thing/Squeeze Me//Sweet Georgia Brown/Apex Blues/Bugle Call Rag

BLP 7007 - Jamming In Jazz - Hall-Deparis Blue Note Jazz Men [1951] High Society/Blues at the Blue Note/Ballin’ the Jack/Royal Garden Blues/Night Shift Blues/Who’s Sorry Now?

BLP 7008 - Days Beyond Recall - Sidney Bechet And Bunk Johnson [1951] Milenberg Joys/Days Beyond Recall/Blame It on the Blues/Lord, Let Me In the Lifeboat/Up In Sidney’s Flat/Weary Way Blues

BLP 7009 - Giant Of Jazz - Sidney Bechet and His Blue Note Jazz Men [1951] At the Jazz Band Ball/Tin Roof Blues/Cake Walking Babies/Temptation Rag//When the Sajonts Go Marching In/Basin Street Blues/Tiger Rag/Riverboat Shuffle


BLP 7012 - Jazz Band Ball - James P. Johnson's Blue Note Jazzmen [1951] At the Ball/Walkin’ the Dog/Tishomingo Blues/After You’ve Gone/The Call of the Blues/Everybody Loves My Baby


BLP 7014 - Sidney Bechet's Blue Note Jazzmen Volume 2 - Sidney Bechet's Blue Note Jazzmen [1951] I’ve Found a New Baby/None of My Jelly Roll/Tailgate Ramble/Ce Moaalau Qui Parie//Runnin’ Wild/Joshua Fit de Battle of Jericho/Mandy/Bechet’s Creole Blues


BLP 7016 - Sidney De Paris' Blue Note Stompers - Sidney De Paris’ Blue Note Stompers [1951] Weary Blues/Moose March/A Good Man is Hard to Find/Panama/When You Were a Tulip/Please Don’t Talk About Me When I’m Gone


BLP 7019 - Boogie Woogie, Blues And Skiffle - Pete Johnson [1951] Holler Stomp/Kansas City Farewell/Vine Street Bustle/Barrelhouse Breakdown/Some Day Blues/You Don’t Know My Mind


BLP 7022 - Port Of Harlem Six - Sidney Bechet [9/52] Old Stack O’Lee Blues/Rocking the Blues/Lonesome Blues/Saturday Night Blues/Bechet’s Steady Rider/Mighty Blues/Bechet’s Fantasy
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BLP 7023 - Mezz Mezzrow And His Band - Mezz Mezzrow And His Band [1952] Blues No One Dug/Mezzerola Blues/If I Could Be With You/Nobody’s Sweetheart//Blues Of The Twenties/Struttin’ With Some Barbecue/Blues Jam Up/Gut Bucket Blues

BLP 7024 - Jazz Festival Concert, Paris 1952 - Sidney Bechet [1953] South/In the Streets of Anibes/St. Louis Blues/Royal Garden Blues/Frankie and Johnny//September Song


BLP 7026 - Dixie - Sidney Bechet [1/54] Rose of Rio Grande/All of Me/Sweet Georgia Brown/Ding Dong Daddy/Shine/Black and Blue

BLP 7027 - George Lewis & New Orleans Stompers Volume 3 - George Lewis & New Orleans Stompers [1954] Walking with the King/Gettysburg March/My Bucket’s Got a Hole In It/Mahogany Hall Stomp/See See Rider Blues/When You Wore a Tulip

BLP 7028 - George Lewis & New Orleans Stompers Volume 4 - George Lewis & New Orleans Stompers [1955] Savoy Blues/Nobody Knows the Way I Feel This Morning/I Can’t Escape From You/Lord, Lord You Sure Been Good to Me/High Society/Heebie Jeebies


Blue Note 12 Inch Traditional Jazz Series:

BLP 1201 - Jazz Classics Volume 1 - Sidney Bechet [195?] Summertime/Blue Horizon/Muskrat Ramble/Salty Dog/Weary Blues/Milenberg Joys/Days Beyond Recall/Quincy Street Stomp/Weary Way Blues

BLP 1202 - Jazz Classics Volume 2 - Sidney Bechet [195?] Blues for Tommy Ladnier/Pounding Heart Blues/St. Louis Blues/Jazz Me Blues/High Society/Jackass Blues/Lord, Let Me in the Lifeboat/Up in Sidney’s Flat/Old Stack O’lee Blues/There’ll Be Some Changes Made


BLP 1204 - Giant Of Jazz Volume 2 - Sidney Bechet [195?] Tiger Rag/Tin Roof Blues/I Found a New Baby/When the Saints Go Marching In/Basin street Blues/Cake Walking Babies from Home/Tailgate Ramble/At the Jazz Band Ball/Joshua Fit de Battle of Jericho/Runnin’ Wild/Ain’t Gonna Give Nobody None/Mandy, Make Up Your Mind

BLP 1205 - George Lewis & New Orleans Stompers Volume 1 - George Lewis & New Orleans Stompers [1/57] Walking with the King/Gettysburg March/Savoy Blues/My Bucket’s Got a Hole In It/Mahogany Hall Stomp/Lord, Lord You Sure been good to Me/High Society/See See Rider Blues/Heebie Jeebies/When You Wore a Tulip


BLP 1207 - Fabulous - Sidney Bechet [195?] Original Dixieland One-Step/Avalon/That’s a Plenty/Blues My Naughty Sweetie Gave to Me/Ballin’ The Jack/All of Me/Ding Dong Daddy/Black and Blue/Rose of the Rio Grande/Sweet Georgia Brown

BLP 1208 - George Lewis & New Orleans Stompers Concert! - George Lewis & New Orleans Stompers [3/59] Ice Cream/Red Wing/Mama Don’t Allow It/Burgundy Street Blues/Bill Bailey/Over the Waves/Just a Closer Walk with Thee/Canal Street Blues/Walking with the King/Gettysburg March
Blue Note 12 Inch Modern Jazz 1500 Series:

Note: Stereo Releases Have An 8 Preceding The Number

BLP 1501 - Miles Davis Volume 1 - Miles Davis [195?] Dear Old Stockholm/Chance It/Donna/Woody'n You/Yesterdays/How Deep is the Ocean?/Kelo/Enigma/Ray's Idea/Tempus Fugit/C.T.A. (Alternate Take)/C.T.A

BLP 1502 - Miles Davis Volume 2 - Miles Davis [195?] Donna/Woody'n You/Ray's Idea/Tempus Fugit/Waited for You/Take Off/Lazy Susan/The Leap/Well, You Needn't/Weirdo/It Never Entered My Mind

BLP 1503 - The Amazing Bud Powell, Volume 1 - Bud Powell [3/56] Un Poco Loco (First Take)/Un Poco Loco (Second Take)/Un Poco Loco/Dance of the Insfides/52nd Street/Theme/It Could Happen To You/A Night In Tunisia (Alternate)/A Night In Tunisia/Ornithology/Bouncing with Bud/Parisian [195?] Thoroughfare

BLP 1504 - The Amazing Bud Powell, Volume 2 - Bud Powell [1956] Keets and I/Autumn In New York/I Want to Be Happy/It Could Happen to You/Sure Thing/Polka Dots and Moonbeams/Glass Enclosure/Collard Greens and Black-Eye Peas/Over the Rainbow/Audrey/You Go To My Head/Ornithology

BLP 1505 - The Eminent Jay Jay Johnson, Volume 1 - Jay Jay Johnson [195?] Capri/Lover Man/Turnpike/Sketch One/Get Happy/Too Marvelous for Words/Jay/Old Devil Moon/It's You or No One/Coffee Pot


BLP 1507 - Jazz Messengers At The Cafe Bohemia, Volume 1 - Jazz Messengers [195?] Alone Together/Minor's Holiday/Soft Winds/Prince Albert/The Theme

BLP 1508 - Jazz Messengers At The Cafe Bohemia, Volume 2 - Jazz Messengers [195?] Like Someone in Love/I Waited for You/Avila and Tequila/Yesterdays/Sportin' Crowd/The Theme

BLP 1509 - Milt Jackson - Milt Jackson and the Thelonious Monk Quintet [195?] Evidence/Misterioso/Four in One/Criss Cross/Eronel/Willow Weep for Me/Tahiti/Lillie/Lillie (Alternate Take)/Bags' Groove/What's New?/On the Scene

BLP 1510 - Thelonious Monk, Genius of Modern Music Volume 1 - Thelonious Monk [195?] Humph/Rub My Dear/Well, You Needn't/April in Paris/Off Minor/Introspection/In Walked Bud/'Round About Midnight/Misterioso/Epistrophy/I Mean You

BLP 1511 - Thelonious Monk, Genius of Modern Music Volume 2 - Thelonious Monk [195?] Evonce/Suburban Eyes/Nice Work If You Can Get It/Monk's Mood/Who Knows?/Four in One/Straight, No Chaser/Ask Me Now/Skippy/Homin' In/Carolina Moon/Let's Cool One


BLP 1513 - Detroit-New York Junction - Thad Jones [195?] Tariff/Blue Room/Little Girl Blue/Scratch/Zec

BLP 1514 - Jimmy Smith at the Organ, Volume 1, A New Star-A New Sound, Volume 2 - Jimmy Smith [195?] Turquoise/Moonlight in Vermont/Ready 'n' Able/Deep Purple/The Champ/Bayou/Bubbis

BLP 1515 - Jutta Hipp At The Hickory House, Volume 1 - Jutta Hipp [195?] Take Me in Your Arms/Dear Old Stockholm/Billie's Bounce/I'll Remember April/Lady Bird/Mad About the Boy/Ain't Misbehavin'/These Foolish Things/Jeepers Creepers/The Moon Was Yellow
BLP 1516 - Jutta Hipp At The Hickory House, Volume 2 - Jutta Hipp [195?] Gone with the Wind/After Hours/The Squirrel/We'll Be Together Again/Horacio/I Married an Angel/Moonlight in Vermont/Star Eyes/If I Had You/My Heart Stood Still

BLP 1517 - Patterns In Jazz - Gil Melle [195?] Weird Valley/The Set Break/Moonlight in Vermont/Long Ago and Far Away/The Arab Barber Blues/Nice Question

BLP 1518 - Horace Silver And The Jazz Messengers - Horace Silver And The Jazz Messengers [195?] Room 508/Creepin’ In/Doodlin/Stop Time/Hippy/To Whom It May Concern/Hankerin’/The Preacher

BLP 1519 - Herbie Nichols Trio - Herbie Nichols Trio [195?] The Gig/Hangover Triangle/Lady Sings the Blues/Chit-Chatting/House Party Starting/Terpsichore/Wildflower/Mine/The Spinning Song/Query

BLP 1520 - Spotlight On Drums - Horace Silver Trio [195?] Horoscope/Safari/Ecaroh/Yeah!/Prelude to a Kiss/Message from Kenya/Opus de Funk/Day In, Day Out/Nothing But the Soul/I Remember You/Silverware/How About You?

BLP 1521 - A Night At Birdland Volume 1 - Art Blakey Quintet [195?] Pee Wee Marquette’s Intro/Once in a While/Mayreh/Split Kick/A Night in Tunisia/Quicksilver

BLP 1522 - A Night At Birdland Volume 2 - Art Blakey Quintet [195?] Now’s the Time/Confirmation/If I Had You/Quicksilver (Alternate Take)/Wee Dot/Lullaby of Birdland (Finale)

BLP 1523 - Introducing Kenny Burrell - Kenny Burrell [195?] Fugue ‘n’ Blues/Takeela/Delilah/Blues for Skeeter/This Time the Dream’s on Me/Weaver of Dreams/Rhythmorama

BLP 1524 - ‘Round About Midnight At The Cafe Bohemia - Kenny Dorham [195?] Autumn in New York/Hills Edge/A Night in Tunisia/Mexico City/’Round About Midnight/Monaco

BLP 1525 - Jimmy Smith At The Organ, Volume 3 - Jimmy Smith [195?] Willow Weep for Me/Autumn Leaves/Fiddlin’ the Minor/Lover Come Back to Me/We, You Needn’t/I Cover the Waterfront/Judo Mambo

BLP 1526 - Memorial Album - Clifford Brown [195?] Carving the Rock/Cookin’/Brownie Speaks/De Deh/You Go to My Head/Wail Bait/Hymn of the Orient/Cherokee/Easy Living Minor Mood

BLP 1527 - The Magnificent Thad Jones - Thad Jones [195?] Thedia/April in Paris/Billie-Doo/If I Love again/If Someone Had Told Me

BLP 1528 - The Incredible Jimmy Smith At Club Baby Grand Volume 1 - Jimmy Smith [195?] Introduction by Mitch Thomas/Where or When/The Preacher/Rosetta/Sweet Georgia Brown

BLP 1529 - The Incredible Jimmy Smith At Club Baby Grand Volume 2 - Jimmy Smith [195?] It’s All Right with Me/Caravan/Love is a Many Splendored Thing/Get Happy

BLP 1530 - Jutta Hipp with Zoot Sims - Jutta Hipp [195?] Violets for Your Furs/Down Home/Wee Dot/Too Close for Comfort/Almost Like Being in Love/Just Blues

BLP 1531 - The Fabulous Fats Navarro, Volume 1 - Fats Navarro [195?] The Chase (Alternate Take)/The Chase/The Squirrel (Alternate Take)/The Squirrel/Our Delight (Alternate Take)/Our Delight/Dameronia (Alternate Take)/Dameronia/Double Talk/Bouncing with Bud/Wail


BLP 1533 - Introducing Johnny Griffin - Johnny Griffin [195?] Chicago Calling/Mil Dew/The Boy Next Door/It’s All Right with Me/Nice and Easy/Lover Man/These Foolish Things

BLP 1534 - Whims Of Chambers - Paul Chambers Sextet [195?] We Six/Omicron/Tale of the Fingers/Whims of Chambers/Nita Just for the Love/Dear Ann
BLP 1535 – Afro-Cuban - Kenny Dorham Octet & Sextet [195?] Venetia’s Dance/K.D.'S Motion/The Villa/Minor’s Holiday/Basheer’s Dream/Afrodisia/Lotus Flower

BLP 1536 - J.R. Monterose - J.R. Monterose [195?] Wee Jay/Mark V/The Third/Bobbie Pin/Ka-Link/Beauteous

BLP 1537 - Lou Donaldson Quartet, Quintet & Sextet - Lou Donaldson Quartet, Quintet & Sextet [195?] Roccus/Lou’s Blues/Cheek to Cheek/Sweet Juice/Down Home/The Best Things in Life are Free/If I Love Again/Caracas/The Stroller/Moe’s Bluff

BLP 1538 - Indeed - Lee Morgan [195?] Gaza Strip/Reggie of Chester/Little T.Stand By/Roccus/The Lady

BLP 1539 - 6 Pieces Of Silver - Horace Silver Quintet [195?] Enchantment/Vergo/Shirl/Senor Blues/Camouflage/Cool Eyes/For Heaven’s Sake

BLP 1540 - Hank Mobley Sextet - Hank Mobley Sextet [195?] Double Whammy/Barrel of Funk/Mobilemania/Touch and Go

BLP 1541 - Lee Morgan Volume 2 - Lee Morgan [195?] Latin Hangover/Whisper Not/His Sister/D’s Fink/Slightly Hep/Where Am I?

BLP 1542 - Sonny Rollins Volume 1 - Sonny Rollins [195?] Decision/Plain Jane/Sonnysphere/How Are Things in Glocca Morra/?Bluesnote


BLP 1544 - Hank Mobley And His All Stars - Hank Mobley [195?] Reunion/Lower Stratosphere/Don’t Walk/Ultramarine/Mobileman’s Musings

BLP 1545 – Wailing With Lou - Lou Donaldson [195?] That Good Old Feeling/Caravan/L.D. Blues/Old Folks/There is No Greater Love/Move It

BLP 1546 - The Magnificent Thad Jones, Volume 3 - Thad Jones [195?] Slipped aRound/Let’s/Ill Wind/Thadrack

BLP 1547 - A Date With Jimmy Smith, Volume 1 - Jimmy Smith [195?] Falling in Love with Love/Funk’s Oats/How High the Moon

BLP 1548 - A Date With Jimmy Smith, Volume 2 - Jimmy Smith [195?] Groovy date/I Let a Song Go Out of My Heart/I’m Getting Sentimental Over You

BLP 1549 - Blowing In From Chicago - Cliff Jordan And John Gilmore [195?] Evil Eye/Status Quo/Bo-Till/Everywhere/Blue Lights/Billie’s Bounce

BLP 1550 - Hank Mobley Quintet - Hank Mobley Quintet [195?] Wham and They’re Off/Funk in Deep Freeze/Startin’ from Scratch/Stellawise/Bass on Balls/Fin de L’affaire

BLP 1551 - Jimmy Smith At The Organ, Volume 1 - Jimmy Smith [195?] Yardbird Suite/There’s a Small Hotel/All Day Long

BLP 1552 - Jimmy Smith At The Organ, Volume 2 - Jimmy Smith [195?] Plum Nellie/Billie’s Bounce/Buns a Plenty/The Duel

BLP 1553 [Unissued]

BLP 1554 - Orgy In Rhythm, Volume 1 - Art Blakey [195?] Toffi/Split Skins/Ya Ya/Buhaina Chant

BLP 1555 - Orgy In Rhythm, Volume 2 - Art Blakey [195?] Elephant Walk/Abdullah’s Delight/Come Out Meet Me Tonight/Amuck

BLP 1556 - The Sounds of Jimmy Smith - Jimmy Smith [195?] Zing! Went the Strings of My Heart/Sombody Loves Me/All the Things You Are/The Fight/There’ll Never Be Another You/Blue Moon
BLP 1557 - Lee Morgan Volume 3 - Lee Morgan [195?] Hasaan’s Dream/I Remember Clifford/Mesabi Chant/Tip-Toeing/Domingo

BLP 1558 - Sonny Rollins Volume 2 - Sonny Rollins [195?] Why Don’t I/Wail March/Reflections/Poor Butterfly/You Stepped Out of a Dream/Misterioso

BLP 1559 - A Blowing Session - Johnny Griffin [195?] Smoke Stack/The Way You Look Tonight/Ball Bearing/All the Things You Are


BLP 1561 - Palo Congo – Sabu Martinez [195?] Aggo Elegua/Billumba-Palo Congo/Choferito-Plena/El Cumbanchero/Tribilin Cantore/Asabache/Simba/Rhapsodia Del Maravilloso

BLP 1562 - The Stylings Of Silver - Horace Silver Quintet [195?] Metamorphosis/No Smokin’/The Back Beat/Soulville/My One and Only Love/Home Cookin’

BLP 1563 - Jimmy Smith Plays Pretty Just For You - Jimmy Smith [195?] I Can’t Get Started/The Very Thought of You/Autumn in New York/Old Devil Moon/East of the Sun/Penthouse Serenade/Jitterbug Waltz/The Nearness of You

BLP 1564 - Bass On Top - Paul Chambers Quartet [195?] Four Strings/Minor Run-Down/Beauteous/What’s New/The Hand of Love/Softly, As in a Morning Sunrise

BLP 1565 - Cliff Jordan - Cliff Jordan [195?] St. Johns/Not Guilty/Blue Shoes/Beyond the Blue Horizon/Ju-Ba

BLP 1566 - Swing And Soul - Lou Donaldson [195?] Herman’s Mambo/Peck Time/There Will Never Be Another You/Groove Junction/Dorothy/Grits and Gravy/I Won’t Cry Anymore

BLP 1567 - Trombone-The Opener - Curtis Fuller [195?] Lizzy’s Bounce/Soon/A Lovely Way to Spend an Evening/Here’s to My Lady/Oscalypso/Hugore

BLP 1568 - Hank Mobley - Hank Mobley [195?] Mighty Moe and Joe/News/Bags’ Groove/Double Exposure/Falling in Love with Love

BLP 1568 - Bass On Top - Paul Chambers Quartet [195?] Dear Old Stockholm/Chasin’ The Bird/Confessin’/The Theme/Yesterdays/You’d Be So Nice to Come Home To

BLP 1570 - Dial S For Sonny - Sonny Clark [195?] Sonny’s Mood/Bootin’ It/Dial “S” for Sonny/It Could Happen to You/Shouting on a Riff/Love Walked In

BLP 1571 – Bud! The Amazing Bud Powell, Volume 3 - Bud Powell [195?] Blue Pearl/Keepin’ in the Groove/Some Soul/Frantic Fancies/Bud on Bach/Idaho/Don’t Blame Me/Moose the Mooche

BLP 1572 - Bone And Bari, Volume 2 - Curtis Fuller [195?] Algonquin/Bone and Bari/Nita’s Waltz/Again/Heart and Soul/Pickup

BLP 1573 - John Jenkins And Kenny Burrell - John Jenkins And Kenny Burrell [195?] Chalumeau/From This Moment On/Motif/Everything I Have is Yours/Sharon/Blues for Two

BLP 1574 - Peckin’ Time - Hank Mobley and Lee Morgan [195?] High and Flighty/Stretchin’ Out/Peckin’ Time/Git Go Blues/Speak Low

BLP 1575 - City Lights - Lee Morgan [195?] Just By Myself/City Lights/Tempo de Waltz/You’re Mine, You/Kin Folks

BLP 1576 - Sonny's Crib - Sonny Clark Trio [195?] News for Lulu/Sonny’s Crib/Speak Low/With a Song in My Heart/Come Rain or Come Shine

BLP 1577 - Blue Trane - John Coltrane [1958] Blue Train/Moments Notice/Locomotion/I'm Old Fashioned/Lazy Bird

BLP 1578 - The Cooker - Lee Morgan [1/58] Just One of Those Things/Heavy Dipper/A Night in Tunisia/Lover Man/New-Ma
BLP 1579 - Sonny Clark Trio - Sonny Clark Trio [195?] I Didn’t Know What Time It Was/Two Bass Hit/Be-Bop/Tadd’s Delight/Softly, As in a Morning sunrise/I’ll Remember April

BLP 1580 - The Congregation - Johnny Griffin [195?] It’s You or No One/I’m Glad There is You/Latin Quarter/Main Spring/The Congregation

BLP 1581 - A Night At The Village Vanguard - Sonny Rollins [195?] That ol’ Devil Moon/Softly, As in a Morning Sunrise/Sonnymoon for Two/I Can’t Get Started/Striver’s Row

BLP 1582 - Cliff Craft, Volume 2 - Cliff Jordan [195?] Confirmation/Anthropology/Soul-lo Blues/Laconia/Cliff Craft/Sophisticated Lady

BLP 1583 - Curtis Fuller Volume 3 - Curtis Fuller And Art Farmer [195?] Quantrale/Two Quarters of a Mile/Little Messenger/Too Late Now/Jeannie/Cayron

BLP 1584 - Here Comes Louis Smith - Louis Smith [195?] Tribute to Brownie/Brill’s Blues/South side/Ande/Stardust/Val’s Blues

BLP 1585 - Groovin’ At Small’s Paradise, Volume 1 - Jimmy Smith [195?] My Funny Valentine/Laura/Slightly Monkish/After Hours

BLP 1586 - Groovin’ At Small’s Paradise, Volume 2 - Jimmy Smith [195?] Imagination/Indiana/Body and Soul/Lover Man/Just Friends

BLP 1587 - Back On The Scene - Bennie Green [195?] I Love You/Melba’s Mood/Just Friends/Green Street/Bennie Blows the Blues/You’re mine, You

BLP 1588 - Cool Struttin’ - Sonny Clark [1959] Cool Struttin’/Blue Minor/Sippin’ At Bells/Deep Night

BLP 1589 - Further Explorations - Horace Silver Quintet [195?] The Outlaw/Melancholy Mood/Moonrays/Ill Wind/Pyramid/Safari

BLP 1590 - Candy - Lee Morgan [195?] Since I Fell for You/Personality/Who Do You Love, I Hope?/Candy/C.T.A./All the Way

BLP 1591 - Lou Takes Off - Lou Donaldson [195?] Groovin’ High/Strollin’ In/Sputnik/Dewey Square

BLP 1592 - Sonny Clark Quintets - Sonny Clark Quintets [195?] Minor Meeting/Eastern Incident/Little Sonny/Royal Flush/Lover

BLP 1593 - Blues Walk - Lou Donaldson [1/59] Play, Ray/The Masquerade is Over/Autumn Nocturne/Callin’ All Cats/Move/Blues Walk

BLP 1594 - Smithville - Louis Smith [195?] There Will Never Be Another You/Smithville/Embraceable You/Later/Wetu

BLP 1595 - Somethin’ Else - Cannonball Adderley And Miles Davis [195?] Autumn Leaves/Love for Sale/Somethin’ Else/One for Daddy-O/Dancing in the Dark

BLP 1596 - Blue Lights, Volume 1 - Kenny Burrell [195?] Scotch Blues/Yes Baby/Autumn in New York/Caravan

BLP 1597 - Blue Lights, Volume 2 - Kenny Burrell [1961] [195?] The Man I Love/Phinupi/Chuckin’/Rock Salt

BLP 1598 – Time Waits, The Amazing Bud Powell, Volume 4 - Bud Powell [195?] Sub City (Alternate Take)/Sub City/John’s Abbey/Buster Rides Again/Dry Soul/Marmalade/Monopoly/Time Waits

BLP 1599 - Soul Stirrin’ Bennie Green [195?] Lullaby of the Doomed/We Wanna Cook/That’s All/Soul Stirrin’/B.G. Mambo/Black Pearl


Blue Note 12 Inch Modern Jazz 4000 Series:
BLP 4001 - Newk's Time - Sonny Rollins [1959] Tune Up/Asiatic Race/Surrey with the Fringe on Top/Wonderful, Wonderful/Namely You/Blues for “Philly” Jones

BLP 4002 - House Party - Jimmy Smith [1959] Just Friends/Blues After All/Lover Man/Au Private

BLP 4003 - Moanin' - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers [1/59] Are You Real?/Moanin’/The Drum Thunder Suite/Along Came Betty/Blues March/Come Rain or Come Shine

BLP 4004 - Holiday For Skins Volume 1 - Art Blakey [1959] Aghano/The Feast/Mirage/Lamento Africano


BLP 4006 - Blues In Trinity - Dizzy Reece [1959] Blues in Trinity/Color Blind/’Round About Midnight/I Had the Craziest Dream/Close-Up/Shepherd’s Serenade

BLP 4007 - Off To The Races - Donald Byrd [3/59] Sudwest Funk/Lover Come Back to Me/When Your Lover Has Gone/Off to the Races/Paul’s Pal/Down Tempo

BLP 4008 - Finger Poppin’ - Horace Silver Quintet [1959] Cookin’ at the Continental/Mellow D.You Happened My Way/Swingin the Samba/Finger Poppin’/Sweet Stuff/Come on Home/Luicy Lucy

BLP 4009 - The Amazing Bud Powell, Volume 5 - Bud Powell [1959] The Scene Changes/Down with It/Comin’ Up/Duid Deed/Cleopatra’s Dream/Getting’ There/Crossin’ the Channel/Danceland/Borderick

BLP 4010 - Walkin’ And Talkin’ - Bennie Green [1959] All I Do is Dream of You/This Love of Mine/Hoppin’ Jones/Greanleaves/Walkin’ and Talkin’/The Shouter


BLP 4015 - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers At The Jazz Corner Of The World Volume 1 - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers [1960] Pee Wee Marquette's intro/Just Coolin'/The Theme (short ver.)/Close Your Eyes/Hipsippy Blues/Justice

BLP 4016 - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers At The Jazz Corner Of The World Volume 2 - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers [1960] M and M/Chick an' Dumplins/Hi-Fly/Art's Revelation/The Theme


BLP 4018 - Davis Cup - Walter Davis Jr. [1960] Minor Mind/’S Make It/Loodle Lot/Millie’s Delight/Rhumba Nhumba/Sweetness


BLP 4020 - Good Deal - Three Sounds [1960] Tracy’s Blue/That’s All/Satin Doll/Soft Winds/St. Thomas/Robbin’s Nest/Don’t Blame Me/Down the Track

BLP 4021 - On View At The Five Spot Cafe - Kenny Burrell And Art Blakey [1960] Birk's Works/Oh, Lady Be Good/Hallelujah/36-26-36/Lover Man

BLP 4022 - Profile - Duke Pearson [1960] Witchcraft/Two Mile Run/Gate City Blues/Taboo/Black Coffee/I’m Glad There is You/Like Someone in Love
BLP 4023 - Star Bright - Dizzy Reece [1960] The Rebound/A Variation on Monk/I Wished on the Moon/The Rake/I'll Close My Eyes/Groovesville


BLP 4026 - Fuego - Donald Byrd [1960] Lament/Amen/Fuego/Low Life/Bup a Loup/Funky Mama


BLP 4029 - The Big Beat - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers [1960] It's Only a Paper Moon/Dat Dere/The Chess Players/Lester Left Town/Sakeena's Vision/Politely

BLP 4030 - Crazy Baby - Jimmy Smith [1960] Alfredo/Mack the Knife/Makin' Whoopee!/What's New?/Sonnymoon for Two/When Johnny Comes Marching Home/A Night in Tunisia

BLP 4031 - Soul Station - Hank Mobley [1960] Remember?/Split Feelin's/Dig Dis/This I Dig of You/Soul Station/If I Should Lose You

BLP 4032 - Out Of The Blue - Sonny Red [1960] Bluesville/Stay as Sweet as You Are/I've Never Been in Love Before/Blues in the Pocket/Alone Too Long/Nadia/Stairway to the Stars/The Lope

BLP 4033 - Soundin' Off - Dizzy Reece [1960] Yesterdays/Our Love is Here to Stay/Once in a While/Ghost of a Chance/Blue Streak/Eb Pob

BLP 4034 - Leeway - Lee Morgan [1961] Nakaniti Suite/These Are Soulful Days/The Lion and the Wolff/Midtown Blues


BLP 4036 - Sunny Side Up - Lou Donaldson [1961] Politely/Softly, As in a Morning Sunrise/Goose Grease/The Man I Love/Blues for J.P./The Truth/It's You or No One

BLP 4037 - Us Three - Horace Parlan [1961] Come Rain or Come Shine/I Want to Be Loved/Return Engagement/Us Three/The Lady is a Tramp/Wadin'


BLP 4040 - Open Sesame - Freddie Hubbard [1960] Hub's Nub/Gypsy Blue/Open Seame/One Mint Julep/But Beautiful/All or Nothing at All
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BLP 4044 - Moods - Three Sounds [1961] Loose Walk/Things Ain't What They Used to Be/Love for Sale/Lil' Darlin'/I'm Beginning to See the Light/Tammy's Breeze/On Green Dolphin Street/Sandu

BLP 4045 - Shades Of Redd - Freddie Redd Quintet [1961] Thespian/Blues-Blues-Blues/Shadows/Swift/Ole!/Just a Ballad for My Baby/Melanie


BLP 4048 - Byrd In Flight - Donald Byrd [1961] Gate City/Ghana/Lex/Little Boy Blue/Bo/My Girl Shirl

BLP 4049 - A Night In Tunisia - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers [1961] Sincerely Diana/Yama/Kozo’s Waltz/So Tired/A Night in Tunisia


BLP 4051 - Jackie's Bag - Jackie McLean [1961] Quadrangle/Blues Inn/Fidel/Appointment in Ghana/Isle of Java/A Ballad for Doll

BLP 4052 - Back To The Tracks - Tina Brooks [Unreleased] Street Singer/Back to the Tracks/The Ruby and the Pearl/For Heaven’s Sake/The Blues and I


BLP 4054 - Meet You At The Jazz Corner Of The World Volume 1 - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers [1961] What Know?/The Theme/The Breeze and I/The Opener/’Round About Midnight

BLP 4055 - Meet You At The Jazz Corner Of The World Volume 2 - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers [1961] The Summit/High Modes/The Theme/The Things I Love/Night Watch

BLP 4056 - Goin’ Up - Freddie Hubbard [1961] Blues for Brenda/Karioka/Asiatic Race/A Peek a Sec/The Changing Scene/I Wished I Know

BLP 4057 - Blue Hour - Stanley Turrentine And Three Sounds [1961] I Want a Little Girl/Blue Riff/Gee Baby, Ain't I Good to You/Since I Fell for You/Willow Weep for Me


BLP 4059 - Undercurrent - Kenny Drew [1961] The Pot’s On/Lion’s Den/Groovin’ the Blues/Ballad/Undercurrent/Funk Cosity


BLP 4061 - Donald Byrd At The Half Note Cafe, Volume 2 - Donald Byrd [1962] Jeannie/Pure D. Funk/Kimyas/When Sunny Get’s Blue

BLP 4062 - Headin' South - Horace Parlan Trio And Ray Barretto [1962] Jim Loves Sue/Headin’ South/Congalegre/Prelude to a Kiss/Summertime/The Song is Ended/My Mother’s Eyes/Low Down


BLP 4064 - Grant's First Stand - Grant Green [1961] A Wee Bit O’ Green/Miss Ann’s Tempo/’T Ain’t Nobody’s Business If I Do/Baby’s Minor Lope/Lullaby of the Leaves/Blues for Willarene
BST 84065 - Comin' Your Way Stanley Turrentine [Unreleased?] Stereo release only. Then I'll Be Tired of You/My Girl is Just Enough Woman For Me/Stolen Sweets/Fine Lil' Lass/Thomasville/Someone to Watch Over Me

BLP 4066 - Here 'Tis - Lou Donaldson [1962] Watusi Jump/Here “Tis/Cool Blues/Walk with Me/A Foggy Day


BLP 4068 - Face To Face - Baby Face Willette [1961] Face to Face/Something Strange/Whatever Lola Wants/Goin’ Down/Swingin’ at Sugar Ray’s/High ‘n’ Low

BLP 4069 - Up At Minton's Volume 1 - Stanley Turrentine [1961] But Not for Me/Stanley’s Time/Broadway/Yesterdays

BLP 4070 - Up At Minton's Volume 2 - Stanley Turrentine [1963] Love for Sale/Come Rain or Come Shine/Later at Minton’s/Summertime

BLP 4071 - Green Street - Grant Green [1961] Green with Envy/grant’s Dimensions/Alone Together/”Round About Midnight/Number One Green Street

BLP 4072 - Feelin’ Good - Three Sounds [1961] I Let a Song Go Out of My Heart/Two Bass Hit/It Could Happen to You/ Straight, No Chaser/Blues After Dark/Parker’s Pad/When I Fall in Love/I Got It Bad

BLP 4073 - Hub Cap - Freddie Hubbard [1961] Earmon Jr./Hub Cap/Cry Me Not/Plexus/Luana/Osie Mae


BLP 4076 - Doin’ the Thing at the Village Gate – Horace Silver [1961] Doin’ the Thing/Filthy McNasty/Cool Eyes/The Gringo/Kiss Me Right

BLP 4077 - Doin’ All Right - Dexter Gordon [1961] I Was Doing All Right/You’ve Changed/Society Red/It’s You or No Noe/For Regulars Only

BLP 4078 - Midnight Special - Jimmy Smith [1961] A Subtle One/Why Was I Born?/Midnight Special/One O’Clock Jump/ Jumpin’ the Blues

BLP 4079 - Gravy Train - Lou Donaldson [1962] Glory of Love/Gravy Train/Polka Dots and Moonbeams/Candy/South of the Border/Twist Time/Avalon


BLP 4082 - Up And Down - Horace Parlan [1963] Light Blue/Up and Down/The Book’s Beat/Fugee/Lonely One/The Other Part of Town


BLP 4084 - Stop And Listen - Baby Face Willette [1962] Jumpin’ Jupiter/Work Song/Stop and Listen/Chances Are Few/Soul Walk/At Last/Willow Weep for Me

BLP 4085 - Ready For Freddie - Freddie Hubbard [1962] Arietis/ Marie Antoinette/Crisis/Weaver of Dreams/Birdlike

BLP 4086 - Grantstand - Grant Green [1962] Blues in Maude’s Flat/My Funny Valentine/Grantstand/Old Folks
BLP 4087 - Let Me Tell You 'Bout It - Leo Parker [1962] Gland Lad/Low Brown/Parker's Pals/TCTB/Vi/Let Me Tell You 'Bout It/Blue Leo

BLP 4088 - Here We Come - Three Sounds [1962] Summertime/Here We Come/Poinciana/Sonnymoon for Two/Just Squeeze Me/Broadway/Now’s the Time/Our Love is Here to Stay

BLP 4089 - A Fickle Sonance - Jackie McLean [1962] Enitmerrut/Five Will Get You Ten/Subdued/A Fickle Sonance/Lost/Sundu

BLP 4090 - Mosaic - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers [1962] Children of the Night/Mosaic/Down Under/Crisis/Arabia

BLP 4091 - Leapin' And Lopin' - Sonny Clark [1962] Voodoo/Somethin' Special/Midnight Mambo/Melody for C/Eric Walks/Deep in a Dream

BLP 4092 - The Golden Eight - Kenny Clarke & Francy Boland & Co. [1962] La Campimania/Gloria/High Notes/Softly, As in a Morning Sunrise/The Golden Eight/Strange Meeting/You'll Be So Nice to Come Home To/Dorian 0437/Poor Butterfly/Basse Guite


BLP 4094 - Hootin' 'N Tootin' - Fred Jackson [1962] Dippin' in the Bag/That's Where It's At/Easin' on Down/Southern Exposure/Preach Brother/Hootin' ‘n’ Tootin’/Way Down Home

BST 84095 - Rollin' With Leo - Leo Parker [1962] This was a stereo only release. Rollin’ with Leo/Music Hall Beat/Bad Girl/Mad Lad Returns/Stuffy/Jumpin’ Leo/Talkin’ the blues/The Lion’s Roar

BLP 4096 - That's Where It's At - Stanley Turrentine [1962] Soft Pedal Blues/We’ll See Yaw’ll After While, Ya Heah/Light Blue/Dorene Don’t Cry, I/Smile, Stacey/Pia


BLP 4098 - Blue And Sentimental - Ike Quebec [1962] Like Don’t Take Your Love From Me/Minor Impulse/Blues for Charlie/Blue and Sentimental/Count Every Star

BLP 4099 - Sunday Mornin’ - Grant Green [1962] Come Sunrise/Freedom March/Sunday Morning/Exodus/God Bless the Child/So What

BLP 4100 - Jimmy Smith Plays Fats Waller - Jimmy Smith [1962] Everybody Loves My Baby/Ain’t She Sweet/Ain’t Misbehavin’/I’ve Found a New Baby/Honeysuckle Rose/Squeeze Me/Lulu’s Back in Town

BLP 4101 - Royal Flush - Donald Byrd [1962] Jorgie’s/Shangri-la/Hush/Hush M’s/Requiem/I’m a Fool to Want You

BLP 4102 - Hey There! - Three Sounds [1962] Sermonette/You Are My Sunshine/Nothin’ But the Blues/Dap’s Groove/The Masquerade is Over/Hey There/Stompin’ at Savoy/Little Girl blue/Street of Dreams

BST 84103 - Easy Living - Ike Quebec Sextet [1962?] This was a stereo only release. Congo Lament/Que’s Pill/See See Rider/I’ve Got a Crush on You/Easy Living/Nancy with the Laughing Face


BLP 4105 - It Might As Well Be Spring - Ike Quebec [1962] A Light Reprieve/It Might a Well be Spring/Lover Man/Ol’ Man River/Willow Weep for Me/Easy Don’t Hurt


BLP 4108 - The Natural Soul - Lou Donaldson [1963] Spaceman Twist/That’s All/Funky Mama/Love Walked In/Sow Belly Blues/Nice ‘n’ Greasy


BLP 4110 - The Tokyo Blues - Horace Silver Quintet [1962] The Tokyo Blues/Sayonara Blues/Ah! So/Cherry Blossom/Too Much Sake

BLP 4111 - The Latin Bit - Grant Green [1962] Mambo Inn/My Little Suede Shoes/Brazil/Besame Mucho/Tico Tico/Mama Inez

BLP 4112 - Go! - Dexter Gordon [1962] Three o’Clock in the Morning/Second Balcony Jump/Where Are You?/Cheese Cake/I Guess I’ll Hang My Tears Out to Dry/Love For Sale

BLP 4113 - Down To Earth - Freddie Roach [1962] Lion Down/Ahm Miz/Lujon/De Bug/Althea Soon/More Mileage

BLP 4114 - Soul Samba - Ike Quebec [1962] Loie/Liebestraum/Lloro tu Despedida/Shu Shu/Favela/Linda Flor/Me ‘n’ You/Goin’ Home/Blue Samba

BLP 4115 - Hub-Tones Freddie Hubbard [1962] You’re My Everything/Lament for Booker/For Spee’s Sake/Prophet Jennings/Hub-Tones


BLP 4117 - Back At The Chicken Shack - Jimmy Smith [1963] When I Grow Too Old to Dream/A Minor Chant/Messy Bassie/Back at the Chicken Shack

BLP 4118 - Free Form - Donald Byrd [1963] Nai Nai/French Spice/Night Flower/Pentecostal Feeling/Free Form

BLP 4119 - Bossa Nova Bacchanal - Charlie Rouse [1963] Back to the Tropics/Meci Bon Dieu/Samba de Orfeu/Velhos Tempos/Un Dia/In Martinique/Aconteceu

BLP 4120 - It Just Got To Be - Three Sounds [1963] If I Were a Bell/It Just Got to Be Me/South of the Border/Blue ‘n’ Boogie/The Nearness of You/One for Renee/Stella by Starlight/Real Gone

BLP 4121 - Elder Don - Don Wilkerson [1963] Drawin’ a Tip/Senorita Eula/Poor Butterfly/Scrappy/San Antonio Rose/Lone Star Shuffle

BST 84122 - Jubilee Shout! - Stanley Turrentine [1963] This was a stereo only release. You Said It/Cotton Walk/Little Girl Blue/Brother Tom/My Ship/Jubilee Shout

BLP 4123 - Midnight Blue - Kenny Burrell [1963] Chittlins Con Carne/Mule/Soul Lament/Midnight Blue/Wavy Gravy/Gee Baby Ain’t I Good To You/Saturday Night Blues

BLP 4124 - A New Perspective - Donald Byrd [1964] Chant/Elijah/The Black Disciples/Beast of Burden


BLP 4126 - My Point Of View - Herbie Hancock [1963] A Tribute to Someone/King Cobra/Blind Man, Blind Man/The Pleasure is Mine/And What If I Don’t Know

BLP 4127 - Tiempo Una Mas - Kenny Dorham [1964] Sao Paulo/Straight Ahead/Une Mas

BLP 4128 - Mo’ Greens Please - Freddie Roach [1963] Blues in the Front Room/I Know/Is You or Is You Ain’t My Baby/Party Time/Baby Don’t You Cry/Googa Mooga/Two Different Worlds/Mo’ Greens Please/Nada Bossa/Unchained Melody

BLP 4129 - Never Let Me Go - Stanley Turrentine [1963] Never Let Me Go/Trouble/Major’s Minor/Without a Song/God Bless the Child/You’ll Never Get Away from Me/Sera’s Dance
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BLP 4130 - Along Came John - John Patton [1963] The Silver Meter/Spiffy Diffy/Gee Gee/Along Came John/Pig Feet/I'll Never Be Free

BLP 4131 - Silver's Serenade - Horace Silver Quintet [1963] Silver's Serenade/Nineteen Bars/Let's Go to the Nitty Gritty/The Dragon Lady/Sweet Sweetie Dee

BLP 4132 - Feelin' The Spirit - Grant Green [1963] Just a Closer Walk With Thee/Joshua Fit de Battle of Jericho/Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen/Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child/Go Down Moses


BST 84134 - Happy Frame Of Mind - Horace Parlan [1964] This was a stereo only release. Happy Frame of Mind/A Tune for Richard/Home is Africa/Dexi/Back from the Gig/Kucheza Blues

BST 84135 - Here To Stay - Freddie Hubbard [1964] This was a stereo only release. Full Moon and Empty Arms/Assunta/Father and son/Nostrand and Fulton/Body and Soul/Philly Mignon

BLP 4136 - African High Life - Solomon Ilori & Afro-Drum Ensemble [1963] Yaba e/Is Oluwa/Jojolo/Follow/Aiye Le/Tolani

BLP 4137 - One Step Beyond - Jackie McLean [1964] Frankenstein/Saturday and Sunday/Blue Rondo/Ghost Town


BLP 4139 - Am I Blue - Grant Green [1964] Am I Blue/Take These Chains From My Heart/I Wanna Be Loved/Sweet Slumber/For All We Know

BLP 4140 - Page One - Joe Henderson [1963] Blue Bossa/La Mesha/Homestretch/Recorda-Me/Jinrikisha/Out of the Night


BLP 4142 - Step Lightly - Blue Mitchell Quintet [Unissued?] Little Stupid/Cry Me a River/Mamacita/Sweet and Lovely/Step Lightly/Bluesville

BST 84143 - Blue John - John Patton [1963] This was a stereo only release. Blue John/Nicety/Hot Sauce/Bermuda Clay House/Country Girl

BLP 4144 - Little Johnny C - Johnny Coles [1964] Little Johnny C/Hobo Joe/Jano/Heavy Legs/My Secret Passion/So Sweet My Little Girl

BLP 4145 - Shoutin' - Don Wilkerson [1965] Sweet Cake/Cookin' with Clarence/Movin' Out/Happy Johnny/Easy Living/Blues for J

BLP 4146 - Our Man In Paris - Dexter Gordon [1963] Broadway/Stairway to the Stars/A night in Tunisia/Willow Weep for Me/Scramble from the Apple

BLP 4147 - Inventions And Dimensions - Herbie Hancock [1964] Succotash/Triangle/Mimosa/A jump Ahead/Jack Rabbit

BLP 4148 - Two Souls In One - George Braith [1963] Mary Had a Little Lamb/Poinciana/Mary Ann/Home Street/Braith-a-Way

BLP 4149 - No Room For Squares - Hank Mobley [1964] Old World, New Imports/Up a Step/No Room for Squares/Three Way Split/Me 'n' You/Carolyn

BLP 4150 - A Chip Off The Old Block - Stanley Turrentine [1964] Cherry Point/Blues in Hoss' Flat/Midnight Blue/One O'clock Jump/Spring Can Really Hang You Up the Most
BLP 4151 - Black Fire - Andrew Hill [1964] Land of Nod/ Canternos/McNeil Island/Tired
Trade/Pumpkin/Subterfuge/Black Fire

BLP 4152 - Our Thing - Joe Henderson [1964] Our Thing/Escapade/Back Road/Pedro’s Time/Teeter Tooter


BLP 4154 - Idle Moments - Grant Green [1965] Idle Moments/Nomad/Django/Jean de Fleur

BLP 4155 - Black Orchid - Three Sounds [1964] Secret Love/Oh Well, Oh Well/Black Orchid/A Foggy Day/For All
We Know/Saucer Eyes/Don’t Go, Don’t Go/At Last

Toro/Blue Lace

BLP 4157 - The Sidewinder - Lee Morgan [1964] Totem Pole/Boy, What a Night/Hocus-Pocus/The
Sidewinder/Gary’s Notebook

BLP 4158 - Good Move - Freddie Roach [1964] ’T Ain’t What You Do/It Ain’t Necessarily So/Pastel/I.Q.
Blues/When Malindy Sings/Wine, Wine, Wine/On Our Way Up/Lots of Lovely Love

BLP 4159 - Judgement! - Andrew Hill [1964] Judgment/Flea Flop/Siete Ocho/Alfred/Yokada, Yokada/Reconciliation

BLP 4160 - Smoke Stack - Andrew Hill [1964] Smoke Stack/Wailing Wall/Ode to Von/The Day After/Verne/Not
So/30 Pier Avenue

BLP 4161 - Soul Stream - George Braith [1964] The Man I Love/Boop Bop Bing Bash/Billy Told/Outside Around the
Corner/Soul Stream/Jo Anne

BLP 4162 - Hustlin’ - Stanley Turrentine [1965] Something Happens to Me/The Hustler/Love Letters/Goin’
Home/Lady Fingers/Trouble No. 2

BLP 4163 - Out To Lunch - Eric Dolphy [1964] Gazzelloni/Hat and Beard/Something Sweet, Something Tender/Out
to Lunch/Straight Up and Down

BLP 4164 - Prayer Meetin’ - Jimmy Smith [1964] Stone Cold Dead in the Market/Picnickin’/Prayer Meetin’/I Almost
Lost My Mind/When the Saints Go Marching In/Red Top

BLP 4165 - Destination...Out - Jackie McLean [1964] Esoteric/Love and Hate/Kahlil the Prophet/Riff Raff

BLP 4166 - In ‘n Out - Joe Henderson [1965] Punjab/In ’n Out/Short Story/Brown’s Town/Serinity

BLP 4167 - Point Of Departure - Andrew Hill [1965] Refuge Dedication/New Monastery/Flight 19/Spectrum

BLP 4168 - Brown Sugar - Freddie Roach [1964] Next Time You See Me/Brown sugar/Have You Ever Had the
Blues/All Night Long/The Midnight Sun Will Never Set/The Right Time

BLP 4169 - Search For The New Land - Lee Morgan [1964] Mr. Kenyatta/Search for the New Land/The
Joker/Morgan the Pirate/Melancholee

BLP 4170 - Free For All - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers [1965] The Core/Hammer Head/Pensativa/Free for All

BLP 4171 - Extension - George Braith [1964] Nut City/Sweetville/Ethln’s Love/Out Here/Extension/Ev’rytime We
Say Goodbye

BLP 4172 - Breaking Point - Freddie Hubbard [1964] D Minor Mint/Far Away/Breaking Point/Blue Frenzy/Mirrors

BLP 4173 - A Night Dreamer - Wayne Shorter [1964] Night Dreamer/Armageddon/Oriental Folk Song/Virgo/Black
Nile/Charcoal Blues


BLP 4175 - Empyrean Isles - Herbie Hancock [1964] One Finger Snap/Cantaloupe Island/The Egg/Oliolqui Valley

BLP 4176 - One Flight Up - Dexter Gordon [1965] Coppin’ the Haven/Tanya/Dam that Dream
BLP 4177 - Some Other Stuff - Grachan Moncur III [1965] The Twins/Gnostic/Thandiwa/Nomadic
BLP 4178 - The Things To Do - Blue Mitchell [1965] Fungii Mama/Step Lightly/The Thing to Do/Chick’s Tune/Mona’s Mood
BLP 4180 - Life Time - Anthony Williams [1965] Two Pieces on One: Green/Two Pieces of One: Red/Tomorrow Afternoon/Barb’s Song to the Wizard/Memory
BLP 4181 - Trompetta Toccata - Kenny Dorham [1965] The Fox/Night Watch/Trompetta Toccata/Mamacita
BLP 4182 - Ju Ju - Wayne Shorter [1965] Yes or No/Mahjong/House of Jade/Julie/Deluge/Twelve More Bars to Go
BLP 4183 - Talkin’ About !- Grant Green [1965] Talkin’ ‘Bout J.C./People/Luny Tune/I’m an Old Cowhand/You Don’t Know What Love Is
BLP 4184 - Fuchsia Swing Song - Sam Rivers [1965] Fuchsia Swing Song/Cycle Episode/Luminous Monolith/Ellipsis/Downstairs Blues Upstairs/Beatrice
BLP 4185 - Song For My Father - Horace Silver Quintet [1965] Calcutta Cutie/Lonely Woman/The Kicker/Que Pasa/The Natives are Restless Tonight/Song for My Father
BLP 4186 - The Turnaround! - Hank Mobley [1965] East of the Village/The Good Life/Pat ‘n Chat/The Turnaround/Straight Ahead/My Sin
BLP 4187 - Into Somethin’ - Larry Young [1965] Plaza de Toros/Tyrone/Backup/Paris Eyes/Ritha
BLP 4188 - I’m Tryin’ To Get Home - Donald Byrd [1965] I’m Tryin’ to Get Home/March Children/Brother Isaac/I’ve Longed and Searched for My Mother/Noah/Pearly Gates
BLP 4189 - Inner Urge - Joe Henderson [1966] Inner Urge/You Know I Care/Isotope/Night and Day/El Barrio
BLP 4190 - All That's Good - Freddie Roach [1965] Blues for 007/Busted/Loie/Cloud 788/All That’s Good/Journeyman
BLP 4192 - Oh Baby! - Big John Patton [1966] One to Twelve/Night Flight/Oh, Baby/Each Time/Good Juice/Fat Judy
BLP 4193 - Indestructible - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers [1966] When Love is New/Sortie/Mr. Jin/Calling Miss Khadija/The Egyptian
BLP 4194 - Speak No Evil - Wayne Shorter [1966] Witch Hunt/Wild Flower/Speak No Evil/Infant Eyes/Fee-Fi-Fo-Fum/Dance Cadaverous
BLP 4196 - Blue Spirits - Freddie Hubbard [1967] Soul Surge/Cunga Black/Jodo/Blue Spirits/Outer Forces
BLP 4197 - Out Of This World - Three Sounds [1966] Out of This World/Girl of My Dreams/Just in Time/You Make Me Feel So Young/I’ll Be Around/My Silent Love/Sanctified Sue/Out of the Past
BLP 4200 - Softly As A Summer Breeze - Jimmy Smith [1965] It Could Happen to You/Hackensack/These Foolish Things/Sometimes I’m Happy/Someone to Watch Over Me/Home Cookin’
BLP 4201 - Joy Ride - Stanley Turrentine [1965] Bayou/I Wonder Where Our Love Has Gone/Little Sheri/A Taste of Honey/River’s Invitation/Mattie T

BLP 4202 - I Want To Hold Your Hand - Grant Green [1966] Corcovado/At Long Last Love/Speak Low/This Could Be the Start of Something Big/I Want to Hold Your Hand/Stella by Starlight

BLP 4203 - Andrew! - Andrew Hill [1966] Black Monday/Symmetry/The Griots/Duplicity/Le Serpent Qui Danse/No Doubt

BLP 4204 - Gettin' Around - Dexter Gordon [1966] Manha De Carnaval/Who Can I Turn To/Heartaches/Shiny Stockings/Everybody's Somebody's Fool/Le Coiffeue

BLP 4205 - Basra - Pete La Roca [1965] Candu/Malaguena/Basra/Lazy Afternoon/Eiderdown/Tears Come From Heaven

BLP 4206 - Contours - Sam Rivers [1967] Point of Many Returns/Dance of the Tripodal/Mellifluous Casophony/Euterpe

BLP 4207 - Night Of The Cookers Volume 1 - Freddie Hubbard [1966] Pensativa//Walkin’


BLP 4209 - Dippin' - Hank Mobley [1966] Recado Bossa Nova/Ballin’/
The Vamp/The Dip/I See Your Face Before Me/The Break Through


BLP 4211 - Ornette Coleman At The Town Hall, Volume 2 - Ornette Coleman [1966] Dedication to Poets and Writers/Sadness/The Ark/Doughnut

BLP 4212 - The Gigolo - Lee Morgan [1966] Trapped/You Go to My Head/Yes I Can, No You Can’t/Speedball

BLP 4213 - Components - Bobby Hutcherson [1966] Components/Tranquility/Little B’s Poem/Juba Dance/Movement/Air/Pastral/West 22nd Street Theme

BLP 4214 - Down With It - Blue Mitchell Quintet [1966] Samba de Stacy/Hi-Heel Sneakers/ Alone, Alone and Alone/Perception/March on Selma/On Shirt

BLP 4215 - Right Now! - Jackie McLean [1966] Right Now/Poor Eric/Christel’s Time/Eco

BLP 4216 - Spring - Anthony Williams [1966] Extras/Tee/From Before/Love Song/Echo

BLP 4217 – Compulsion!!! - Andrew Hill [1967] Compulsion/Limbo/Legacy/Premonition


BLP 4221 - Unity - Larry Young [1966] If/Beyond All Limits/Monk’s Dream/The Moontrane/Zoltan/Softly, As in a Morning Sunrise

BLP 4222 - Cornbread - Lee Morgan [1967] Ceora/Our Man Higgins/Most Like Lee/Cornbread/Ill Wind

BLP 4223 - Jackknife - Jackie McLean [Unissued?] Soft Blue/Climax/On the Nile/Jackknife/Blue Fable


BLP 4248 - Vibrations - Three Sounds [1967] Let's Go Get Stoned/Fever/The Lamp is Low/Charade/Yeh Yeh/Django/Yours Is My Heart Alone/The Frown/It Was a Very Good Year

BLP 4249 - A New Conception - Sam Rivers [1967] I'll Never Smile Again/That's All/When I Fall in Love/What a Difference a Day Made/Detour Ahead/Temptation/Secret Love


BLP 4252 - Sweet Honey Bee - Duke Pearson [1967] Gaslight/Ready Rudy?/Big Bertha/After the Rain/Sweet Honey Bee/Empathy/Sudel

BLP 4253 - Street Of Dreams Grant Green [1967] Lazy Afternoon/I Wish You Love/Somewhere in the Night/Street of Dreams

BST 84254 - Lush Life - Lou Donaldson [1967] This was a stereo only release. Sweet and Lovely/You’ve Changed/Sweet Slumber/It Might as Well Be Spring/What Will I Tell My Heart?/The Good Life/Stardust

BLP 4255 - I'm Movin' On - Jimmy Smith [1967] Hotel Happiness/Cherry/? T Ain’t No Use/I’m Movin' On/Back Talk/What Kind of Fool Am I/

BLP 4256 - The Spoiler - Stanley Turrentine [1967] La Fiesta/Sunny/The Magilla/Theme from “The “Oscar”/When the Sun Come Out/You’re Gonna Hear from Me

BLP 4257 - Boss Horn - Blue Mitchell [1967] O Mama Enit/Rigor Mortez/I Should Care/Millie/Straight Up and Down/Tones for Joan’s Bones

BST 84258 - The Witch Doctor - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers This was a stereo only release. Those Who Sit and Wait/A Little Busy/Joelle/Afrique/Lost and Found/The Witch Doctor

BST 84259 - Blackjack - Donald Byrd [1968] This was a stereo only release. Loki/Eldorado/West of the Pecos/Beale Street/Blackjack/Pentatonic

BST 84260 - Conquistador - Cecil Taylor [1968] This was a stereo only release. With (Exit)//Conquistador

BST 84261 - Dimensions And Extensions - Sam Rivers [1968] This was a stereo only release. Paean/Precise/Helix/Effusive Melange/Involution/Afflatus

BST 84262 - New And Old Gospel - Jackie McLean [1968] This was a stereo only release. Old Gospel/Strange as It Seems/Lifetime: Offspring, Midway, Vernzone, The Inevitable End


BLP 4264 - The Real McCoy - McCoy Tyner [1967] Contemplation/Passion Dance/Blues on the Corner/Four by Five/Search for Peace

BLP 4265 - Live At The Lighthouse - Three Sounds [1967] Still I’m Sad/June Night: Just Give Me a June Night, The Moonlight and You/I Thought About You/Summertime/Makin’ Bread Again/Here’s That Rainy Day/Blues March/Crying Time/I Held My Head in Shame

The Following Albums Were Released In Stereo Only

BST 84266 - Contrasts - Larry Young [1968] Evening/Majestic Soul/Mean Happiness/Major Affair/Tender Feelings/Wild is the Wind
| BST 84268 - Easy Walker - Stanley Turrentine [1967] | Yours is My Heart Alone/Meat Wave/What the World Needs Now is Love/Easy Walker/They All Say I'm the Biggest Fool/Alone Together |
| BST 84269 - Open House - Jimmy Smith [1968] | Sister Rebecca/Embraceable you/Old Folks/Open House |
| BST 84271 - Mr. Shing-A-Ling - Lou Donaldson [1968] | Ode to Billie Joe/Peepin'/The Kid/The Shadow of Your Smile/The Humpback |
| BST 84274 - Natural Essence - Tyrone Washington [1968] | Ethos/Soul Dance/Yearning for Love/Positive Path/Natural Essence/Song of Peace |
| BST 84275 - Tender Moments - McCoy Tyner [1968] | Mode to John/The High Priest/Man from Tanganyika/Utopia/All My Yesterday/Lee Plus Three |
| BST 84277 - Serenade To A Soul Sister - Horace Silver Quintet [1968] | Serenade to a Soul Sister/Psychedelic Sally/Rain Dance/Kindred Spirits/Jungle Juice/Next Time I Fall in Love |
| BST 84278 - Manhattan Fever - Frank Foster [1968] | You Gotta Be Kiddin' /Stampede/Manhattan Fever/Little Miss No Nose/Seventh Avenue Bill/Loneliness |
| BST 84279 - Speak Like A Child - Herbie Hancock [1968] | Riot/Speak Like a Child/First Trip/Goodbye to Childhood/The Sorcerer/Toys |
| BST 84281 - That Certain Feeling - John Patton [1968] | Daddy James/Early A.M./Minor Swing/Dirty Fingers/I Want to Go Home/String Bean |
| BST 84282 - Puttin' It Together - Elvin Jones Trio [1968] | Village Green/Sweet Little Maia/Reza/For Heaven's Sake/Keiko's Birthday March/Gingerbread Boy/Jay-Ree |
| BST 84283 - The In Between - Booker Ervin [1968] | Sweet Pea/The In Between/Mour/The Muse/Tyra/Largo |
| BST 84284 - 'Bout Soul - Jackie McLean [1968] | Big Ben's Voice/Conversion Point/Soul/Dear Nick, Dear John/Erdu |
| BST 84285 - Coldwater Flat - Three Sounds [1968] | The Look of Love (From "Casino Royal")/Georgia (On My Mind)/The Grass Is Greener/I Remember Bird/My Romance/Lonely Bottles/Do Do Do (What Now Is Next)/Coldwater Flat/Last Train to Clarksville/Star Trek |
| BST 84286 - In The Look Of Love - Stanley Turrentine [1968] | Blues for Stan/Smile/The Look of Love/A Beautiful Friendship/This Guy's in Love With You/I'm Always Drunk in San Francisco/Cabin in the Sky/Here, There and Everywhere/MacArthur Park |
| BST 84288 - Reach Out! - Hank Mobley [1968] | Up, Over and Out/Lookin' East/Goin' Out of My Head/Beverly/Good Pickin's/Reach Out, I'll Be There |
| BST 84289 - Caramba! - Lee Morgan [1968] | Helen's Ritual/Suicide City/Cunning Lee/Caramba/Soulita |
| BST 84290 - Think! - Lonnie Smith [1968] | The Call of the Wind/Slouchin'/Son of Ice Bag/Three Blind Mice/Think |
| BST 84291 - Total Eclipse - Bobby Hutcherson [1968] | Herog/Same Shame/Matrix/Pompeian/Total Eclipse |
| BST 84296 - Plain Talk - Jimmy Smith [1968] | Plain Talk/My One and Only Love/Big Fat Mama/Time After Time |
| BST 84297 - Schizophrenia - Wayne Shorter [1968] | Schizophrenia/Go/Playground/Tom Thumb/Miyako/Kryptonite |
| BST 84298 - Always Something There - Stanley Turrentine [1968] | Fool on the Hill/Little Green Apples/Hey Jude/Light My Fire/Always Something There to Remind Me/Home Town/Stoned Soul Picnic/When I Look Into Your Eyes/Song for Bonnie |
| BST 84299 - Say It Loud - Lou Donaldson [1969] | Brother Snake/Snake Bone/Say It Loud, I'm Black and I'm Proud/Caravan/Summertime |
| BST 84302 – Introducing Kenny Cox - Kenny Cox & Contemporary Jazz Quintet [1969] | Eclipse/Diahnn/Trance Dance/Number Four/Mystique/You |
| BST 84303 - Grass Roots - Andrew Hill [1968] | Grass Roots/Venture Inward/Bayou Red/Soul Special/Mira |
| BST 84305 - The Ultimate - Elvin Jones [1969] | What is This?/In the Truth/Ascendant/Sometimes Joie/Yesterdays/We'll Be Together Again |
| BST 84306 - Understanding - John Patton [1969] | Alfie's Theme/Understanding/Chitlins Con Carne/Soul Man/Ding Dong/Congo Chant |
| BST 84307 - Time For Tyner - McCoy Tyner [1969] | Little Madimba/May Street/I Didn't Know What Time It Was/Afrika Village/The Surrey with the Fringe on Top/I've Grown Accustomed to Your Face |
| BST 84308 - Now Hear This - Duke Pearson Big Band [1969] | Make It Good/Amanda/Dad Digs Mom/Disapproachment/The Days of Wine and Roses/Here's That Rainy Day/Minor League/Tones for Joan's Bones/I'm Tired of Cryin' Over You |
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BST 84334 - Moon Rappin' - Jack McDuff [1969] Flat Backin’/Oblighetto/Moon Rappin’/Made in Sweden/Loose Foot

BST 84335 - The Sixth Sense - Lee Morgan [1969] Anti Climax/Psychedelic/Short Count/The Sixth Sense/Afreka/The Cry of My People


BST 84337 - Everything I Play Is Funky - Lou Donaldson [1969] Donkey Walk/West Indian Daddy/Everything I Do Gohn Be Funky/Over the Rainbow/Hamp’s Hump/Minor Bash

BST 84338 - Expansions - McCoy Tyner [1969] Song of Happiness/Vision/Peresina/Smitty’s Place/I Thought I’d Let You Know

BST 84339 - Multidirection - Kenny Cox & Contemporary Jazz Quintet [1970] Gravity Point/What Other One/Smick In/Sojourn/Spellbound/Multidirection

BST 84340 - Accent On The Blues - John Patton [1969] Lite Hit/Freedom Jazz Dance/Captain Nasty/Don’t Let Me Lose This Dream/Rakin’ and Scrapin’/Village Lee

BST 84341 - Soul Symphony - Three Sounds [1969] Repeat After Me/Upper Four Hundred/Popsicle Pimp/Black Sugar/Soul Symphony

BST 84342 - Green Is Beautiful - Grant Green [1969] Ain’t It Funky Now/Windjammer/A Day in the Life/Dracula/I’ll Never Fall in Love Again

BST 84343 - Blue Mode - Reuben Wilson [1970] Bambu/Bus Ride/Twenty Five Miles/orange Peel/Blue Mode/Knock on Wood


BST 84346 - Consummation - Thad Jones & Mel Lewis [1970] Dedication/Consummation/It Only Happens Every Time/Tiptoe/Fingers/Us/A Child is Born/Ahunk, Ahunk

BST 84347 - Roots And Herbs - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers [1970] Look at the Birdie/Mastermind/Ping Pong/Roots and Herbs/United/The Back Sliders

BST 84348 - To Seek A New Home - Brother Jack McDuff [1970] Come and Carry Me Home/Mystic John/Seven Keys for Seven Doors/Hunk O’Funk/Yellow Wednesday


BST 84351 - Drives - Lonnie Smith [1970] Twenty-Five Miles/Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?/Spinning Wheel/Seven Steps to Heaven/Psychedelic PI

BST 84352 - That Healin’ Feelin’ - Horace Silver Quintet [1970] The Happy Medium/That Healin’ Feelin’/Love Vibrations/The Show Has Begun/Peace/Nobody Knows/Permit Me to Introduce You to Yourself/Wipe Away the Devil/There’s Much to Be Done

BST 84353 - The Song Of Singing - Chick Corea [1970] Flesh/Toy Room/Nefertiti/Rhymes/Ballad, I/Ballad, II
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BST 84354 - Wayfaring Stranger - Jeremy Steig [1970] All Is One/Space/Waves/In the Beginning/Mint
Tea/Wayfaring Stranger

BST 84355 - Worth Waiting For - Joe Williams [1970] Baby/Here's That Rainy Day/Something/Bridges/I'd Be a Fool Right Now/I Hold No Grudge/Lush Life/Little Girl/Didn't We/Oh, Darling/Can't Take My Eyes Off on You/You Send Me

BST 84356 - Love Call - Ornette Coleman [1970] Open to the Public/Airborne/Love Call/Check Out Time

BST 84357 - Beautiful - Candido [1970] I'm on My Way/New World in the Morning/Tic Tac Toe/Hey, Western Union Man/I Shouldn't Believe/Beautiful/Money Man/Serenade to a Savage/Ghana Spice, Part 1/Ghana Spice, Part 2


BST 84360 - Alive! - Grant Green [1970] Let the Music Take Your Mind/Sookie Sookie/Time to Remember/Down Here on the Ground

BST 84361 - Coalition - Elvin Jones [1970] Simone/5/4 Thing/Ural Stradania/Yesterdays/Shinjitu

BST 84362 - San Francisco - Bobby Hutcherson [1970] Prints Tie/Goin' Down South/Procession/Ummh/Jazz/A Night in Barcelona


BST 84364 - Something To Listen To - Jimmy McGriff [1970] Indiana/Malcolm's Blues/Satin Doll/Deb Sombo/Something to Listen To/Shiny Stockings


BST 84366 - John Patton [Unissued] Issued As 84418. Steno/The Mandingo/Bloodyun/Footprints/Memphis


BST 84368 - Total Response - Horace Silver [197?] Big Business/Total Response/What Kind of Animal Am I/Acid, Pot or Pills/I've Had a Little Talk/Soul Searchin'?/Won't You Open Up Your Senses/I'm aware of the Animals Within Me/Old Mother Nature Calls

BST 84369 - Genesis - Elvin Jones [197?] Slumber/Cecilia Is Love/P.P. Phoenix/For All the Other Times/Three Card Molly

BST 84370 - Cosmos - Lou Donaldson [197?] The Caterpillar/I Want to Make It with You/If There's Hell Down Below/Caracas/I'll Be There/When You're Smiling

BST 84371 - Lonnie Smith - Lonnie Smith [Unissued?]

BST 84372 - Comin' On Home - Richard "Groove" Holmes [197?] Groovin' for Mr. G.Wave/Theme from “Nr. Clean”/Down Home Funk/Don't Mess with Me/This Here

BST 84373 - Visions - Grant Green [197?] Cantaloupe Woman/Never Can Say Goodbye/Maybe Tomorrow/Mozart Symphony, #40 in G Minor, K550, First Movement/We've Only Just Begun/Does Anybody Really Know What Time It Is?/Love on a Two Way Street/Blues for Abraham

BST 84374 - Black Pearl - Jimmy McGriff [197?] Black Pearl/Groove Alley/In a Mellow Tone/C Jam Blues/Ode to Billie Joe/Man from Bud

BST 84375 – Title Unknown – Ornette Coleman [Unissued]
BST 84376 - Head On - Bobby Hutcherson [197?] Clockwork of the Spirits/At the Source, Part 1: Ashes and Rust/Many Thousands Gone/Mtume/At the Source, Part 2: Eucalyptus/At the Source, Part 3: Obsidian

BST 84377 - Set Us Free - Reuben Wilson [197?] Tom’s Thumb/Right on with this Mess/Mercy, Mercy Me (The Ecology)/Sho-Nuff Mellow/Set Us Free/Mr. Big Stuff/We’re in Love

BST 84378 - Gene Harris And Three Sounds - Gene Harris And Three Sounds [197?] Hey Girl/Did You Think/Your Love is Just Too Much/What’s the Answer/I’m Leaving/Put on Train/You Got to Play the Game/Eleanor Rigby

BST 84379 - Flute In - Bobbi Humphrey [197?] Ain’t No Sunshine/Sad Bag/Journey to Morocco/Set Us Free/The Sidewinder/It’s Too Late/Spanish Harlem/Don’t Knock My Funk

BST 84380 - Ethiopian Knights - Donald Byrd [197?] The Emperor/Princess/Kafish/Where Are You?/Khat-

BST 84381 - Lee Morgan [Unissued] Issued As 84901. In What Direction Are You Headed/?/Angela/Croquet Ballet/Inner Passions-Out/To the Moon/Thank You/To the Moon/Thank You/To the Moon/Thank You/To the Moon/Thank You/To the Moon/Thank You/To the Moon/Thank You

BST 84382 - The Two Headed Freak - Ronn Foster [197?] Drowning in the Sea of Love/Let’s Stay Together/Don’t Knock My Love/Mystic Brew/Chunky/The Two Headed Freak/Summer Song/Kentucky Fried Chicken

BST 84383 – Greatest Hits – Art Blakey [197?] Moanin’/Blues March/It’s Only a Paper Moon/Dat Dere/A Night in Tunisia

BST 84384 to BST 84412 [Unissued]

BST 84413 - Shades Of Green Grant Green [197?] California Green/In the Middle/Medley: I Don’t Want Nobody to Give Me Nothing, Open Up the Door I’ll Get It Myself, Cold Sweat/If You Really Love Me/Cast Your Fate to the Wind/Sunset/never My Love/Got to Be There

BST 84414 - Merry Go Round - Elvin Jones [197?] ‘Round Town/Brite Piece/Lungs/A Time for Love/Tergiversation/The Children’s Merry-Go-Round March/La Fiesta

BST 84415 - The Final Comedown - Grant Green [197?] Past, Present and Future/Fountain Scene/Soul Food-African Shop/Sligh Fear and Terror/Luanna's Theme/The Final Comedown/Afro Party/Traveling to Get to Doc/One Second After Death/Father's Lament/Battle Scene (The Battle)

BST 84416 - Natural Illusions - Bobby Hutcherson [197?] The Folks Who Live on the Hill/Lush Life/Shirl/When You're Near/The Thrill is Gone/Sophisticated Lady/Rain Every Thursday


BST 84418 - Memphis To New York Spirit Big John Patton [197?] Steno/The Mandingo/Bloodyun/Footprints/Memphis

BST 84419 - Extensions McCoy Tyner [Unissued] Issued As LA-006-F. The Wanderer/Message from the Nile/His Blessings/Survival Blues

BST 84420 - All - Horace Silver [197?] Forever is a Long Time/How Much Does Matter Really Matter/The Cause and Effect/Who Has the Answer/From the Heart Through the Mind/Summary/The Merger of the Minds/My Soul is My Computer/Horn of Life/All

BST 84421 - Dig This - Bobbi Humphrey [197?] Lonely Town, Lonely Streets/Is This All/Smiling Faces Sometimes/Virtue/I Love Every Little Thing About You/Love Theme from “Fuzz”/El Mundo de Maravillas/Nubian Lady

BST 84422 - Marlena - Marlena Shaw [197?] What Are You Doing the Rest of Your Life?/Somewhere/You Must Believe in Spring/Wipe Away the Evil/Runnin' Out of Fools/So Far Away/I'm Gonna Find Out/Save the Children/Things Don't Never Go My Way

BST 84423 - Gene Harris Of The Three Sounds - Gene Harris [197?] Django/John Brown’s Body/A Day in the Life of a Fool/Killer Joe/Listen Here/Emily/Lean on Me/C Jam Blues
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BST 84424 - Z.T.’s Blues - Stanley Turrentine [197?] For Heaven’s Sake/The Lamp is Low/More Than You Know/I Wish I Knew/Z.T.’s Blues/Be My Love/The Way You Look Tonight

BST 84425 - Far Away Lands - Hank Mobley [197?] No Argument/The Hippity Hop/Bossa for Baby/Soul Time/Far Away Lands/A Dab of This and That

BST 84426 - The Rajah - Lee Morgan [197?] Davissamba/Once in My Lifetime/The Rajah/Is That So/A Pilgrim’s Funny Farm/What Now, My Love?

BST 84427 - Tippin’ The Scales - Jackie McLean [197?] Nursery Blues/Rainy Blues/Tippin’ the Scales/Nicely/Cabin in the Sky/Two for One

BST 84428 - Alternate Takes - Clifford Brown [197?] Bellarosa/Carving the Rock/Cookin’/Carving the Rock (Alternate Take)/Get Happy/Wait Bait/Brownie Eyes/Cherokee/Hymn of the Orient


BST 84430 - Alternate Takes - Bud Powell [197?] Bouncing with Bud (Alternate Take 1)/Bouncing with Bud (Alternate Take 2)/Wail/Dance of the Infideels/Reets and I/Blue Pearl/John’s Abbey/Comin’ Up/Our Love is Here to Stay/Like Someone in Love

BST 84431 - Another Workout - Hank Mobley [197?] Three Coins in a Fountain/Getting’ and Jettin’/Out of Joe’s Bag/Hank’s Other Soul/I Should Care/Hello, Young Lovers

BST 84432 - Born To Be Blue - Grant Green [197?] Someday My Prince Will Come/If I Should Love You/My One and Only Love/Back in Your Own Backyard/Born to Be Blue


BST 84434 - Babe's Blues - Three Sounds [197?] Shiny Stockings/Work Song/Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea/Walking the Floor Over You/Sweet and Lovely/Blue Daniel/Wait a Minute/Stairway to the Stars/Lazy Cat/Babe’s Blues

BST 84435 - Straight No Filter - Hank Mobley [197?] The Feelin’s Good/Third Time Around/Hank’s Waltz/Straight No Filter/Chain Reaction/Soft Impressions

**Special Issues**

BST 84901 - Lee Morgan - Lee Morgan [197?] In What Direction Are You Headed?/Angela/Croquet Ballet/Inner Passions-Out/Capra Black


Blue Note 12 Inch Jazz Classics 6500 Series:

B 6501 - De Paris Dixie - Sidney De Paris [1969] Everybody Loves My Baby/The Call of the Blues/When You Wore a Tulip (Alternate Take)/When You Wore a Tulip/Weary Blues/Moose March/Panama/Please Don't Talk About Me When I'm Gone/A Good Man Is Hard to Find


B 6503 - The Beginning And End Of Bop - James Moody & George Wallington [1969] The Fuller Bop Man/Oh, Henry/Moodamorphosis/Tropicana/Cu-Ba/Moody's All Frantic/Summertime/Festival/Frankie and Johnnie/Baby Grand/Bumpkins


B 6505 - Celestial Express - Edmond Hall [1969] Jamming in Four/Edmond Hall Blues/Profoundly Blue/Profoundly Blue, No. 2/Celestial Express/Rompin' in '44/Blue Interval/Smooth Sailing/Seelin' 'Round Red


B 6508 - Sittin' In Volume 1 - Art Hodes [1969] Maple Leaf Rag/Shes Crying for Me/Yellow Dog Blues/Slow 'Em Down Blues/Doctor Jazz/Shoe Shiner's Drag/There'll Be Some Changes Made/Clark and Randolph/M.K. Blues/Lowdown Blues/Jug Head Boogie/Apex Blue/Shake That Thing/The Eccentric Rag


Blue Note 9000 Vocal Series

BLP 9001 - My Hour Of Need - Dodo Greene [1962] Little Things Mean a Lot/Down by the Riverside/Trouble in Mind/Let There Be Love/I Won't Cry Anymore/Lonesome Road/There Must Be a Way/You Are My Sunshine/My Hour of Need/I'll Never Stop Loving You

BLP 9002 - A Portrait Of Sheila - Sheila Jordan [1963] Falling in Love with Love/Am I Blue/Dat Dere/If You Could See Me Now/Baltimore Oriole/When the World Was Young/I'm a Fool to Want You/Hum Drum Blues/Willow Weep for Me/Let's Face the Music and Dance/Who Can I Turn to Now?/Laugh, Clown, Laugh

Blue Note 2 Record Sets

BST 89901 - Greatest Hits - Jimmy Smith [1968] The Champ/All Day Long/Flamingo/The Sermon/When Johnny Comes Marching Home/Midnight Special/Can Heat
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BN-LA 109-F - Sassy Soul Strut - Lou Donaldson [197?] Sanford and Son Theme/This is Happiness/Inner Space/Pillow Talk/Sassy Soul Strut/Good Morning, Heartache/City, County, City
BN-LA 110-F - Mr. Jones - Elvin Jones [197?] Mr. Jones/New Breed/What’s Up-That’s It/Soultrane/One Native’s Place/G.G.
BN-LA 140-G - Street Lady - Donald Byrd [1974] Lansana’s Priestess/Miss Kane/Sister Love/Street Lady/Witch Hunt/Woman of the World
BN-LA 141-G2 - Yesterday, Today And Tomorrow - Gene Harris And Three Sounds [197?] Two record set. On Green Dolphin Street/Hymn to Freedom/Trieste/Love for Sale/Something/How Insensitive/Judy, Judy, Judy/After Hours/Savin’ Wood/Li’l Darling/Monk’s Tune
BN-LA 143-F - From The Depths Of My Soul - Marlena Shaw [1973] Easy Evil/The Laughter and the Tears/The Feeling’s Good/I Just Don’t Want to Be Lonely/Waterfall/Time for Me to go/Prelude/I Know I Love Him/Hum This Song/But for Now/Wildflower/Say a Kind Word
BN-LA 152-G2 - Succotash - Herbie Hancock [197?] Reissue of Blue Note 4147. Succotash/Triangle/Mimosa/A jump Ahead/Jack Rabbit
BN-LA 170-G2 - Tough Talk - Jazz Crusaders [1973] Two record set. M.J.S. Funk/That's It/Freedom Sound/Turkish Black/Tough Talk/No Name Samba/Lazy Canary/Lonely Horn/Close Shave/Free Sample/Some Samba/Stix March/Purple Onion/Long John/I'll Remember Tomorrow/Aqua Dulce (Sweetwater)
BN-LA 171-G2 - Fish This Week - Les McCann [1973] Two record set. Vaccushna/Fish This Week/The Truth/A Little 3/4 Time for God & Co./For Carl Perkins/The Shout/Com on and Get That Church/We'll See Y’al After Awhile Ya Heah/Big Jim/Dorene Don't Cry/Pretty Lady/The Shampoo/Someone Stole My Chitlins/Kathleen's Theme/The Gospel Truth/Send It Down to Me
BN-LA 222-G - Funkysnake Foot - Alphonse Mouzon [1974] I've Given You My Love/A Permanent Love/You Don't Know How Much I Love You/My Life Is So Blue/Oh, Yes I Do/Funky Snakefoot/ISM/I Gotta Have You/My Little Rosebud/Tara Tara/The Beggar/Where I'm Drumming From
BN-LA 237 G2 – Grant Green’s Best Album – Grant Green [Unissued?]
BN-LA 249-G - Live At Montreux - Bobby Hutcherson [197?] Anton’s Boil/The Moontrane/Song of Songs
BN-LA 250-G - Live At Montreux - Ronnie Foster [197?] East of Ginger Trees/Chumky/Boogie Juice/Sameness
BN-LA 251-G - Live At Montreux - Marlena Shaw [197?] The Show Has Begun/The Song Is You/You Are the Sunshine of My Life/Twisted/But for Now/Save the Children/Woman of the Ghetto
BN-LA 252-G - Live At Montreux - Bobbi Humphrey [197?] Virtue/Sugar/Sad Bag/Ain’t No Sunshine
BN-LA 257-G - Cirrus - Bobby Hutcherson [197?] Rosewood/Even Later/Wrong or Right/Cirrus
BN-LA 258-G - When Joanna Loved Me - Dom Minasi [1974] Spinning Wheel/When Joanna Loved Me/On Green Dolphin Street/With a Little Help from My Friends/What Are You Doing the Rest of Your Life/I’ll Only Miss Her
BN-LA 259-G - Sweet Lou - Lou Donaldson [1974] Hip Trip/If You Can’t Handle It Give It to Me/Love Eyes/Peepin’/Herman’s Mambo/Lost Love/You’re Welcome, Stop on By
BN-LA 260-G - Saudade - Moacir Santos [1974] Early Morning Love/Suk Cha/Kathy/Off and On/A Saudade Matta a Gente/What’s My Name?/Amphibious/This Life/The City of L.A./Happily Happy
BN-LA 267-G - Brownie Eyes - Clifford Brown [197?] Bellarosa/Brownie Speaks/De-Dah/Get Happy/Wail Bait/Hymn of the Orient/Brownie Eyes/Charokee/Easy Living
BN-LA 356-H2 - Freddie Hubbard - Freddie Hubbard [197?] Two record set. One Mint Julep/All or Nothing at All/Blues for Brenda/I Wished I Knew/Hub Cap/Cry Me Not/Luana/Crisis/Weaver of Dreams/Breaking Point/Blue Frenzy/Mirrors/Jodo
BN-LA 368-G - Stepping Into Tomorrow - Donald Byrd [1975] Steppin’ Into Tomorrow/You Are the World/We’re Together/Design a Nation/Rock and Roll Again/Think Twice/Makin’ It/I Love the Girl
BN-LA 369-G - Linger Lane - Bobby Hutcherson [197?] People Make the World Go ‘Round/Theme from M*A*S*H/MTU/Manzanita/Mountain Caravan/Silver Rondo
BN-LA 370-G - Waters – The Waters [1975] Stuh-Born People/Trying Hard to Look Inside/To Be There/Crazy About You/Find It/Motherland/My Heart Just Won’t Let You Go/Sitting Here All Alone/You Are Lost in My Dreams/Blinded by Love
BN-LA 392-H2 - Thad Jones And Mel Lewis - Thad Jones And Mel Lewis [197?] Two record set. Mean What You Say/Get Out of My Life Woman/Get Out Sunday/Woman's Got Soul/Little Pixie, No. 2/Fine Brown Flame/You Won’t Let Me Go/Be Anything But Be Mine/Mornin' Revelend/Jive Samba/The Big Dipper/Central Park North/The Groove Merchant/Tiptoe/A Child Is Born

BN-LA 394-H2 - Stanley Turrentine’s Best Album - Stanley Turrentine [1975] Two record set. Cherry Point/One O'Clock Jump/Trouble No.2/She's a Carioca/Samba Do Aviao/night Song/Better Luck Next Time/Bonita/Flying Jumbo (Prez Delight)/Smile/Little Green Apples/Those Were the Days/Song for Bonnie

BN-LA 395-H2 - Chick Corea’s Best Album - Chick Corea [1975] Two record set. The Law of Falling and Catching Up/Matrix/Now He Sings, Now He Sobs/Jamala/This/It/Toy Room/Neferiti/Ballad I/Ballad III


BN-LA 399-H2 - Herbie Hancock’s Best Album - Herbie Hancock [197?] Two record set. Empty Pockets/Three Bags Full/Drifin’/Blind Man, Blind Man/And What If I Don't Know/Triangle/Cantaloupe Island/Maiden Voyage/Speak Like a Child/Goodbye to Childhood/Toys/The Prisoner

BN-LA 400-H2 - Jimmy Smith’s Best Album - Jimmy Smith [1975] Two record set. The Preacher/The Champ/Blue Moon/Lover Man/The Sermon/Mack the Knife/Midnight Special/Back at the Chicken Shack/Bucket/Pork Chop


BN-LA 425-G - Cheshire Cat - Ronnie Foster [1975] Funky Motion/Like a Child/Cheshire Cat/Heartless/Tuesday Heartbreak/Fly Away

BN-LA 426-G - I Have The Feeling I've Been Here Before - Dom Minasi[197?] Soltura/Sometime Boogie/Free/I Have the Feeling I’ve Been Here Before/Bitzy/Theme from “Prisoner of 2nd Avenue”/Moroccan Copper/You’ve Been Away Too Long


BN-LA 452-G - Pressure Sensitive - Ronnie Laws [197?] Always There/Momma/Never Be the Same/Tell Me Something Good/Nothing to Lose/Why Do You Laugh at Me/Miss Mary's Place/Tidal Wave

BN-LA 453-H2 - Involution - Sam Rivers [197?] Two record set. Violence/Hope/Illusion/Pain/Desire/Lust/Paean/Precise/Helix/Effusive Melange/Involution/Afflatus

BN-LA 456-H2 - The Aladdin Sessions - Lester Young [197?] Two record set. D.B. Blues/Lester Blows Again/These Foolish Things/Jumpin' at Mesner's/It's Only a Paper Moon/After You've Gone/Lover Come Back to Me/Jammin' with Lester/You're Driving Me Crazy/New Lester Leaps In/She's Funny That Way/Lester's Be-Bop Boogie/Sunday/S.M. Blues/Jumpin' with Symphony Sid/No Eyes Blues/Sax-O-Re-Bop/On the Sunny Side of the Street/Easy Does It/Movin' with Lester/One O'Clock Jump/I'm Confessin'/Lester Smooths It Out/Just Cooling/Tea for Two/East of the Sun/The Sheik of Araby/Something to Remember You By
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BN-LA 459-H2 - One For One - Andrew Hill [1975] Two record set. Euterpe (Intuition)/Calliope (Deception)/Pax (Image of Time)/Eris (Heritage)/Erato (Moon Chile)/Poinsettia/Fragments/Illusion/One for One/Diddy Wah/Without Malice


BN-LA 474-H2 - The Trio Sides - Horace Silver [1977?] Two record set. Horoscope/Safari/Thou Swell/Quicksilver/Ecaroh/Yeah!/Knowledge Box/Prelude to a Kiss/Opus de Funk/Day In, Day Out/I Remember You/Silverware/How About You?/Buhaina/Shirl/For Heaven's Sake/Melancholy Mood/Sweet Stuff/Melancholy Mood/The St. Vitus Dance/Cherry Blossom/Lonely Woman/Next Time I Fall in Love

BN-LA 475-H2 - More From The Vanguard - Sonny Rollins [1976] Two record set. A Night in Tunisia/Softly, As in a Morning Sunrise/Four/Woody'n You/What Is This Thing Called Love?/I'll Remember April/Get Happy/All the Things You Are/Get Happy
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BN-LA 496-H2 - Here To Stay - Freddie Hubbard [197?] Two record set. Earmon Jr./Hub Cap/Cry Me Not/Plexus/Luana/Osie Mae/Full Moon and Empty Arms/Assunta/Father and Son/Nostrand and Fulton/Body and Soul/Philly Mignon


BN-LA 532-H2 - Revelation - Gerry Mulligan & Lee Konitz [1976] Two record set. I Can't Believe That You're in Love with Me/Lady Be Good/Too Marvelous for Words/Lover Man/I'll Remember April/These Foolish Things/All the Things You Are/Almost Like Being in Love/Sextet/Broadway/Four and One Moore/Crazy Day/Turnstile/Sextet, No. 2/Venus de Milo/Revelation/Disc Jockey Jump


BN-LA 550-G - Fancy Dancer - Bobbi Humphrey [1976] You Make Me Feel So Good/The Trip/Fancy Dancer/Please Set Me at Ease/Uno Esta/Mestizo Eyes/Sweeter Than Sugar

BN-LA 551-G - Montara - Bobby Hutcherson [1976] Camel Rise/Little Angel/Love Song/Montana/Yuyo/ (Se Acabo) La Malanga/Oye Como Va

BN-LA 579-H2 - The Complete Genius - Thelonious Monk [197?] Two record set. Humph/Evonce/Suburban Eyes/Telonious/Nice Work If You Can Get It/Ruby, My Dear/Well, You Needn't/April in Paris/Off Minor/Introspection/In Walked Bud/Monk's Mood/Who Knows/?Round About Midnight/All the Things You Are/I Should Care (Alternate Take)/Evidence/Misterioso/Misterioso (Alternate Take)/Epistrophy/I Mean You/Four in One/Four in One (Alternate Take)/Cross Cross/Eronel/Straight, No Chaser/Ask Me Now/Willow Weep for Me/Skippy/Hornin' In/Carolina Moon/Let's Cool One


BN-LA 591-H2 - Early Art - Art Pepper [197?] Two record set. Pepper Returns/Broadway/You Go to My Head/Angel Wings/Funny Blues/Five More/Minority/Patricia/Mambo de la Pinta/Walkin' Out Blues/Blues In/Bewitched/What Is This Thing Called Love?/Stompin' at the Savoy/You're Driving Me Crazy/Pepper Steak/Tenor Blooz/Straight Life/Yardbird Suite/Diane's Dilemma/Diane's Dilemma (alt. take) (Blues Out)/When You're Smiling/Cool Bunny


BN-LA 598-G2 - Little Niles - Randy Weston [197?] Two record set. Little Niles/Pam's Waltz/Let's Climb a Hill/Earth Birth/Nice Ice/Little Susan/Babe's Blues/I Know Your Kind/Every Once in a While/Once Knew a Fella/I Say Hello/High Fly/Beeef Blues Stew/Star Crossed Lovers/Where?/Lisa Lovely/Spot Five Blues

BN-LA 606-G - Just A Matter Of Time - Marlena Shaw [1976] Love Has Gone Away/Be for Real/This Time I'll Be Sweeter/Think About Me/You and Me/Brass Band/It's Better Than Walkin' Out/Sing to Me/Take My Body/No Hiding Place

BN-LA 615-G - Waiting - Bobby Hutcherson [1976] Convergence/Don't Be Afraid (To Fall in Love Again)/Searchin' the Trane/Hangin' Out (With You)/Prime Thought/Waiting/Roses Poses
BN-LA 622-G - Chico Hamilton And The Players - Chico Hamilton And The Players [1976] Ole to Miles/Adair/Hooch/La Noche de bolero/First Light/Abdullah's Delight/Mr. Sweets/Sex Is A Cymbal

BN-LA 628-G - Fever - Ronnie Laws [197?] Fever/Stay Still (And Let Me Love You)/Karmen/Let's Keep It Together/From Ronnie with Love/Captain Midnight/All the Time/Strugglin'/Night Breeze

BN-LA 632-H2 - Cantaloupe Island - Jean-Luc Ponty [1976] Two record set. Foosh/Pamukkale/Contact/ Cantaloupe Island/Starlight/Starlight/King Kong/America Drinks and Goes Home/Idiot Bastard Son/How Would Like to Have a Head Like That/Twenty Small Cigars/Music for Electric Violin and Low-Budget Orchestra

BN-LA 633-G - Caricatures - Donald Byrd [197?] Dancing in the Street/Wild Life/Return of the King/Onward 'Til Morning/Caricatures/Dance Band/Science Function/Tell Me

BN-LA 634-G - In A Special Way - Gene Harris [1976] Zulu/Theme from Relana/Naima/Always in My Mind/Love for Sale/It's Your Love/Rebop/Soft Cycles/Five/Fout


BN-LA-645 G – Barbara Carroll – Barbara Carroll [1976] Prelude to a Kiss/At Seventeen/I Can't Get Started/Baubles, Bangles and Beads/Feelings/Send in the Clowns (From "A Little Night Music").It Never Entered My Mind/In Some Other World/Blues for Artie


BN-LA 667-G - Blue Note Live At The Roxy - Various Artists [1977] Two record set. Captain Caribe/I Heard It Through the Grapevine/Felicia/Another Time, Another Place/April Fools/Kiko

BN-LA 690-J2 - Platinum Jazz - War [1977] Two record set. River Niger/H2 Overture/Deliver the Word/City-Country-City/Smile Happy/Four Cornered Room/Nappy Head (Theme from Ghetto Man)/L.A. Sunshine/Slowly We Walk Together/I Got You/Man Is Coming! War Is Coming!/Platinum Jazz


BN-LA 701-G - Still Can't Say Enough - John Lee And Gerry Brown [1977] Freeze It Up/Love the Way You Make Me Feel/Rise On/Funky Row/Talkin' 'Bout the Right One/Strut 'n' Get Up/Breakin' Down the Way/Out the Box

BN-LA 708-G - Silver 'N Voices - Horace Silver [1977] Togetherness/Mood for Maude/New York Lament/All in Time/Out of the Night (Came You)/I Will Always Love You/Incentive/Freewing My Mind

Friendship/Star Eyes/Dindi/Never Let Me Go/T Ain't Nobody's Business If I Do/Only Women Bleed/No More Blues (Chega de Saudade)/The Folks Who Live on the Hill/Going Out Music (closing)

BN-LA 710-G - The View From The Inside - Bobby Hutcherson [1977] For Heaven's Sake/Love Can Be Many Things/Same Shame/Later, Even/Laugh, Laugh Again/Song for Annie/Houston St. Thursday Afternoon


BN-LA 736-H - Phantazia - Noel Pointer [1977] Night Song/Living for the City/Wayfaring Stranger/Mirabelle/Rainstorm/Fiddler on the Roof/Phantazia

BN-LA 737-H - Finger Paintings - Earl Klugh [1977] Keep Your Eyes on the Sparrow (Baretta's Theme)/Dance with Me/Jolanta/Dr. Macumba/Long Ago and Far Away/Cabro Frio/Catherine/This Time

BN-LA 738-H - Maxi – Maxi [1977] Dancin' to Keep from Cryin'/The Perfect Day/Let Him In/Delta Road/Music on My Mind/Walk Softly/This One's for You/Lover to Lover/Clown/By Your Side

BN-LA 760-H - Tone Tantrum - Gene Harris [197?] As/If You Can't Find Love Let Love Find You/A Minor/Stranger in Paradise/Peace of Mind/Christo Redentor, Part 1/Christo Redentor, Part 2

BN-LA 789-H - Knucklebean - Bobby Hutcherson [1977] Sundance Knows/So Far, So Good/Little B's Poem/Knucklebean/Why Not?/Til Then


BN-LA 945-H – Sterling Silver - Horace Silver [197?] Senor Blues (Alternate Take)/Tippin'/Senor Blues (Vocal Version)/How Did It Happen/It Ain't S'posed to Be Like That/Cool Eyes/Sanctimonious Sam/Que Pasa/Sighin' and Cryin'

**Blue Note (Jazz Classics Series):**

LT 987 - Sonic Boom - Lee Morgan [1979] Sonic Boom/Sneaky Pete/The Mercenary/Mumbo Jumbo/Fathead/I'll Never Be the Same

LT 988 - The Sootsayer - Wayne Shorter [1979] Lost/Valse Triste/The Big Push/The Soothsayer/Lady Day/Angola

LT 989 - Clubhouse - Dexter Gordon [1979] Hanky Panky/Devilette/Clubhouse/Jodi/I'm a Fool to Want You/Lady Iris B

LT 990 - Solid - Grant Green [1979] Grant's Tune/Minor League/The Kicker/Ezz-thetic/Solid
LT 991 - Chant - Donald Byrd [1979] I'm an Old Cowhand/You're Next/Great Got/Chant/Sophisticated Lady/That's All

LT 992 - Confirmation - Jimmy Smith [1979] What is This Thing Called Love?/Cherokee/Confirmation


LT 994 - Consequences - Jackie McLean [1979] Consequences/Bluesanova/Tolypso/Slumber (aka Soft Touch)/Vernestune/My Old Flame

LT 995 - A Slice Of The Top - Hank Mobley [1979] A Tough of Blue/A Slice of the Top/Hank's Other Bag/There's a Lull in My Life/Cute 'n' Pretty


LT 1030 - Dance With Death - Andrew Hill [1980] Yellow Violet/Partitions/Dance with Death/Fish 'n Rice/Love Nocturne/Black Sabbath


LT 1032 - Nigeria - Grant Green [1980] Airegin/I Concentrate on You/The Things We Did Last Summer/The Song Is You/It Ain't Necessarily So


LT 1038 - Mother Ship - Larry Young [1980] Visions/Love Drops/Trip Merchant/Mother Ship/Street Scene

LT 1044 - Patterns - Bobby Hutcherson [1980] Patterns/Effi/Nocturnal/Irina/Ankara/A Time to Go


LT 1046 - Live Sides - Jazz Crusaders [1980] Native Dancer/The Emperor/Impressions/It’s Gotta Be Real/Inside the Outside/Reflections

LT 1052 - With A Song In My Heart - Ike Quebec [1980] Intermezzo/But Not for Me/All the Way/All of Me/How Long Has This Been Going On?/What Is There to Say/Imagination/With a Song in My Heart/There Is No Greater Love


LT 1055 - Mainstreamin' – Vic Dickenson and Bobby Hackett [Unissued?] Pennies from Heaven/Pennies from Heaven (Alternate Take)/Rose of the Rio Grande/Body and Soul (Body and Soul (Alternate Take)/I Want to Be Happy/Tenderly/’I’m Gettin’ Sentimental Over You’/’Lion’s Den’ (Alternate Take)/’Lion’s Den’/In a Mellowtone

LT 1056 - Et Cetera - Wayne Shorter [1980] Barracudas/Indian Song/Toy Tune/Penelope/Etcetera

LT 1057 - Take Aim - Harold Land [1980] You’re My Thrill/Reflections/Land of Peace/Blue Nellie/Take Aim/As You Like It

LT 1058 - Tom Cat - Lee Morgan [1980] Exotique/Tom Cat/Twice Around/Rigomortis/Twilight Mist

LT 1058 - Cool Blues - Jimmy Smith [1980] Cool Blues/A Night in Tunisia/Dark Eyes/Groovin' at Small’s


LT 1065 - Once Upon A Groove - Art Blakey [1980] Little T/Once Upon a Groove/Sam’s Tune/Touche/Exhibit A/Scotch Blues/Wake Up

LT 1075 - Mr. Natural - Stanley Turrentine [1980] Shirley/Wahoo/Tacos/Can’t Buy Me Love/My Girl is Just Enough for Me

LT 1076 - Rollin’ With Leo - Leo Parker [1980] Reissue of Blue Note 84095. Rollin’ with Leo/Music Hall Beat/Bad Girl/Mad Lad Returns/Stuffy/Jumpin’ Leo/Talkin’ the Blues/The Lion’s Roar


LT 1082 - Step Lightly - Blue Mitchell [1980] Little Stupid/Cry Me a River/Mamacita/Sweet and Lovely/Step Lightly/Bluesville


LT 1088 - Africaine - Art Blakey And Jazz Messengers [1981] The Midget/Lester Left Town/Celine/Splendid/Haina/Africaine


LT 1095 - Ain’t No May - Stanley Turrentine [1981] Ain’t No Way/Intermission Walk/Stan’s Shuffle/Watch What Happens/Wave

LT 1096 - The Creeper - Donald Byrd [1981] Blues Well Done/Early Sunday Morning/I Will Wait for You/Chico-San/The Creeper/Samba Yantra/Blues Medium Rare

LT 1101 - Freeway - Gerry Mulligan [1981] Get Happy/She Didn't Say Yes, She Didn’t Say No/Bernie's Tune/Lullaby of the Leaves/Aren't You Glad You're You/Frenesi/Nights at the Turntable/Freeway/Soft Shoe/Walkin' Shoes


Blue Note 85000 Series

BT 85101 - Magic Touch - Stanley Jordan [1984] 'Round About Midnight/All the Children/Angel/Fundance/A Child Is Born/Eleanor Rigby/The Lady in My Life/Freddie Freeloader/Return Expedition

BT 85102 - It's About Time - McCoy Tyner And Jackie McLean [1985] Spur of the Moment/Hiptoe/No Flowers Please/It's About Time/You Taught My Heart to Sing/Travelin'


BT 85104 - A Night In Copenhagen - Charles Lloyd Quartet [198?] Lotus Land (To Thakur and Trane)/Lady Day/El Encanto/Third Floor Richard/Night Blooming Jasmine

BT 85105 - Straight Ahead - Stanley Turrentine [198?] The Longer You Wait/Other Side of Time/Plum/A Child is Born/Straight Ahead/Ah, Rio

BT 85106 - Togethering - Kenny Burrell & Grover Washington Jr. [198?] Soulero/Daydream/A Beautiful Friendship/Togethering/Asphalt Canyon Blues/What Am I Here For/?Sails of Your Soul/Romance Dance

BT 85107 - Twilight Time - Bennie Wallace [198?] All Night Dance/Trouble in Mind/Is It True What They Say About Dixie/?Tennessee Waltz/Fresh Out/Sainte Fragile/Willie Mae/Saint Expedito/Twilight Time

BT 85108 - Charlie Parker At Storyville - Charlie Parker [198?] Moose the Mooche/I'll Walk Alone/Oriithology/Out of Nowhere/Now's the Time/Don't Blame Me/Dancing on the Ceiling/Cool Blues/Groovin' High

BT 85109 - The African Flower James Newton [198?] Black and Tan Fantasy/Fleurette Africaine (The African Flower)/Passion Flower/Virgin Jungle/Strange Feeling/Cottontail/Sophisticated Lady

BT 85110 - Spontaneous Inventions - Bobby McFerrin [198?] Another Night in Tunisia/Thinkin' About Your Body/From Me to You/Cara Mia/Opportunity/Walkin'/I Hear Music/Beverly Hills Blues/Manana Iguana/Turtle Shoes/There Ya Go

BT 85111 - The Alternative Man - Bill Evans [198?] Let's the Juice Loose!/The Cry in Her Eyes/The Alternative Man/The Path of Least Resistance/Jo-Jo/Survival of the Fittest/Flight of the Falcon/Gardeners Garden/Miles Away

BABB 85112 - Nights At The Keynote - Dexter Gordon Two record set. [198?] It's You or No One/Tangerine/Com Rain or Come Shine/Sophisticated Lady/Easy Living/More Than You Know

BT 85113 - One Night With Blue Note, Volume 1 - Various Artists [198?] Hat and Beard/Little B's Poem/Bouquet/Cantaloupe Island/Recorda Me

BT 85114 - One Night With Blue Note, Volume 2 - Various Artists [198?] Broadside/Sweet and Lovely/Appointment in Ghana/Passion Dance/Blues on the Corner/Pontos Cantados: Point1, Klook at the Top of the Stairs, Point2, Question

BT 85115 - One Night With Blue Note, Volume 3 - Various Artists [198?] Moanin'/I'm Glad There Is You/Summertime/Medley: Blues Walk, I'm Gettin' Sentimental Over You/The Jumpin' Blues/A Child Is Born
BT 85116 - One Night With Blue Note, Volume 4 - Various Artists [198?] When You Wish Upon a Star/Jumpin' Jack/The Blessing/Tone Poem/Lady Day/El Encanto/How Long

BT 85117 - One Night With Blue Note, Preserved - Various Artists [198?] Four record set issue of 85113, 85114, 85115 and 85116.


BT 85119 - Foreign Intrigue - Tony Williams [198?] Arboretum/Takin' My Time/Sister Cheryl/Clearways/Life of the Party/Foreign Intrigue/My Michele

BT 85120 [Unissued]

BT 85121 - Double Take - Freddie Hubbard And Woody Shaw [198?] Desert Moonlight/Boperation/Sandu/Lament for Booker/Just a Ballad for Woody/Lotus Blossom/Hub-Tones

BT 85122 - Breakthrough - Don Pullen & George Adams Quartet [198?] We've Been Here All the Time/A Time for Sobriety/Song from the Old Country/Just Foolin' Around/Mr. Smoothie

BT 85123 - Live At The Village Vanguard, Volume 1 - Joe Henderson [198?] Happy Reunion/Ask Me Now/Friday the Thirteenth/Beatrice/Loose Change/Isotope

BT 85124 - Pianism - Michel Petrucciano Trio [198?] The Prayer/Our Tune/Face's Face/Night and Day/Here's That Rainy Day/Regina

BT 85125 - Go For Whatcha Know - Jimmy Smith [198?] She's Out of My Life/We Can Make It Work/Bass Face/No Substitute/Go for Whatcha Know/Fungii Mama

BT 85126 - Live At The Village Vanguard, Volume 2 - Joe Henderson [198?] Y Ya la Quiero/Portrait/Boo Boo's Birthday/Soulville/Che/Cherry Pickins


BT 85128 - Inside Track - Out Of The Blue [198?] Elevation/Hot House/Isolation/Inside Track/E Force/Nathan Jones/Cherry Pickins


BT 85130 - Standards, Volume 1 Stanley Jordan [198?] The Sound of Silence/Sunny/Georgia on My Mind/Send One Your Love/Moon River/Guitar Man/One Less Bell to Answer/Because/My Favorite Things/Silent Night

BT 85131 - Other Aspects - Eric Dolphy [198?] Improvisations and Tukras/Inner Flight, #1/Inner Flight, #2/Dolphy-N/Improv

BT 85132 - So What - George Russell [198?] So What/Time Spiral/Rhymes/War Gewesen

BT 85133 - Power Of Three - Michel Petrucciani [198?] In a Sentimental Mood/Careful/Limbo/Morning Blues/Bimini

BT 85134 - Romance And Revolution - James Newton [198?] Peace/Forever Charles/Meditations on Integration/The Evening Leans Towards You

BT 85135 - The Other Side Of 'Round Midnight - Dexter Gordon [198?] As Time Goes By/Society Red/Call Sheet Blues/Berangere's Nightmare, #2/It's Only a Paper Moon/Round About Midnight/Tivoli/What Is This Thing Called Love?/Round About Midnight (Alternate Take)
Blue Note 46900 Series:

BLJ 46905 - Master Of Suspense - Jack Walrath [19??] Meat!/Children/No MysteryA Study in Porcine/Bouquet of Roses/The Lord's Calypso/I'm So Lonely I Could Cry/Monk on the Moon/A Hymn For the Discontented

BLJ 46906 - Dianne Reeves- Dianne Reeves [19??] Sky Islands/I'm OK/Better Day/Harvest Time/Chan's Song (Never Said)/Yesterdays/I Got It Bad and That Ain't Good/That’s All

BLJ 46907 - Song Everlasting - Don Pullen And George Adams Quartet [1987] Sun Watchers/Serenade for Sariah/Gunn Street/Warm Up/Sing Me a Song Everlasting


BLJ 46994 - Illusions - Eliane Elias [19??] Choro/Through the Fire/Illusions/Moments/Falling in Love With Love/Iberia/Loco Motif/Sweet Georgia Fame/Chan's Song

BLJ 48014 - Border Town - Bennie Wallace [198?] Dance With a Dolly/It's Only a Paper Moon/Bon a Rue/Stormy Weather/Skanctified/Carolina Moon/East 9/Bordertown/Seven Sisters


BLJ 48017 - The Eternal Triangle - Freddie Hubbard And Woody Shaw [198?] Eternal Triangle/Down Under/The Moontrane/Calling Miss Khadija/Nostrand and Fulton/Tomorrow's Destiny

Blue Note 8100 Series:

NR 8101 Memorable Sessions – Charlie Christian and Edmond Hall [19??] Reissue of Blue Note 6505. Jamming in Four/Edmond Hall Blues/Profoundly Blue/Profoundly Blue, No. 2/Celestial Express/Rompin' in '44/Blue Interval/Smooth Sailing/Seein' Red

NR 8102 – Jamming in Jazz – Edmond Hall, Sidney De Paris [19??] High Society/Blues at Blue Note/Night Shift Blues/Royal Garden Blues/Everybody Loves My Baby/Ballin' the Jack/Who's Sorry Now/The Call of the Blues/Tishomingo Blues/Walking the Dog/At the B

NR 8103
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Blue Note LNJ Series:

LNJ 70079 – The Immortal Session from Blue Note – Sonny Clark and Wynton Kelly [19??] Fine and Dandy/Where or When/Moonglow/Moonglow (Alternate Take)/If I Should Lose You/Foolin' Myself/Do Nothin' Till You Hear from Me!/Summertime/Black Velvet/I'm Just a Lucky So and So/Gee Baby, Ain't I Good to You (Alternate Take)/Ain't No Use/The Breeze and I/I Can't Give You Anything But Lov

LNJ 70088 - Watkins at Large – Doug Watkins [19??] Reissue of Transiition TRLP 20. Return to Paradise/Phinupi/Phil T. McNasty's Blues/More of the Same/Panonica

LNJ 70093 – Sonny Clark Quintet – Sonny Clark Quintet [19??] Reissue of Blue Note 1592. Minor Meeting/Eastern Incident/Little Sonny/Royal Flush/Lover

LNJ 70104 – Byrd's Eye View – Donald Byrd [19??] Reissue of Transition TRLP 4. Everything Happens to Me/Hank's Other Tune (Late Show)/Doug's Blues/Hank's Tune/El Sinoa

LNJ 70109 – Byrd Blows on Beacon Hill – Donald Byrd [19??] Reissue of Transition TRLP 17. If I Love Again/Jersey Bounce/Little Rock Gateway/People Will Say We're in Love/Polka Dots and Moonbeams/Stella by Starlight/What's New?


Blue Note BNJ Series:

BNJ 27001 – Alison’s Uncle, Autumn Leaves – Cannonball Adderley [19??] Autumn Leaves//Alison’s Uncle

BNJ 27002 – Blue Pearl – Bud Powell [19??] Blue Pearl/Blue Pearl (Alternate Take)/Cleopatra’s Dream

BNJ 50101 – Special Guests – Jimmy Smith [19??] S’ Wonderful/Blue Room/Smith Walk/Lonesome Road/Organic Greenery/Day In, Day Out


BNJ 61002 – A Night at Birdland Volume 3 – Art Blakey Quintet [19??] Wee Dot/Lou’s Blues/Blues/The Way You Look Tonight

BNJ 61003 – ‘Round About Midnight at the Café Bohemia Volume 2 – Kenny Dorham [19??] K.D.s Blues/Royal Roost/Who Cares?/My Heart Stood Still/Mexico City/The Prophet


BNJ 61005 – Senior Blues – Horace Silver [19??] Thou Swell/Quicksilver/Knowledge Box/Buhaina/Senior Blues (Alternate Take)/Wham and They're Off (Alternate Take)/Tippin'/Senior Blues (Vocal)


BNJ 61007 – The Jazz Messengers at the Café Bohemia, Volume 3 – Art Blakey [19??] What's New?/Deciphering the Message, The Theme/Just One of Those Things/Gone with the Wind/Hank's Symphony/Lady Bird

BNJ 61008/10 – The Other Side of Blue Note – Various Artists [19??] Three record set. I Think I'll Go Away – Fats Navarro/The Skunk – Fats Navarro/The Things We Did Last Summer - Lou Donaldson/Reets and l (Alternate Take) - Bud Powell/Collard Greens and Black-Eye Peas (Alternate Take) - Bud Powell/After You've Gone - Kenny Dorham/K.D.'s Cab Ride (Echo of Spring) - Kenny Dorham/My Heart Stood Still – Frank Foster/The Way You Look Tonight - Johnny Griffin/Cherokee - Johnny Griffin/Argumentative Variation - Herbie Nichols/Riff Primatif -
Herbie Nichols/Something to Remember You By - Thad Jones/These Foolish Things - Zoot Sims/Z's Wonderful (Also Known as 'S Wonderful) - Hank Jones/Blue Pearl (Alternate Take) - Bud Powell/I Remember You - Johnny Griffin/All at Once, You Love Her - Lee Morgan/Alison's Uncle - Miles Davis/Tunesmith - Sonny Clark/Au Privave - Sonny Clark/Soul Strin' - Bennie Green/I Never Knew - Tina Brooks/John's Abbey (Alternate Take) - Bud Powell

BNJ 61011 – More Genius of Thelonious Monk – Thelonious Monk [19??] Evonce (Alternate Take)/Suburban Eyes (Alternate Take)/Nice Work If You Can Get It (Alternate Take)/Ruby, My Dear (Alternate Take)/Well, You Needn't (Alternate Take)/April in Paris (Alternate Take)/Who Knows? (Alternate Take)/Skippy (Alternate Take)/Hornin' In (Alternate Take)/Sixteen (Alternate Take)/I'll Follow You

BNJ 61012 – Thelonious Monk and Milt Jackson - Thelonious Monk and Milt Jackson [19??] All the Things You Are/I Should Care (Alternate Take)/I Should Care/Criss Cross (Alternate Take)/Ask Me Now (Alternate Take)/What's New? (Alternate Take)/Don't Get Around Much Anymore/Don't Get Around Much Anymore (Alternate Take)


BNJ 61014 – A Night at the Village Vanguard, Volume 2 – Sonny Rollins [19??] I've Got You Under My Skin/A Night in Tunisia/Softly, As in a Morning Sunrise/What Is This Thing Called Love?

BNJ 61015 – A Night at the Village Vanguard, Volume 3 – Sonny Rollins [19??] Four/Woody'n You/I'll Remember April/Get Happy (long ver.)/All the Things You Are/Get Happy

BNJ 61016 – Sonny Clark Quintet – Sonny Clark Quintet [19??] Reissue of Blue Note 70093. Minor Meeting/Eastern Incident/Little Sonny/Royal Flush/Lover

BNJ 61017 – Sonny Clark Trio, Volume 2 – Sonny Clark Trio [19??] I Didn't Know What Time It Was (Alternate Take)/Two Bass Hit (Alternate Take)/Tadd's Delight (Alternate Take)/Black Velvet/I'm Just a Lucky So and So/Gee Baby, Ain't I Good to You/Gee Baby, Ain't I Good to You (Alternate Take)/Ain't No Use/The Breeze and I/I Can't Give You Anything But Love

BNJ 61018 – Sonny Clark Trio, Volume 3 – Sonny Clark Trio [19??] Can't We Be Friends/?I Cover the Waterfront/Sombody Loves Me/Blues in the Night/Blues in the Night (Alternate Take)/All of You/Dancing in the Dark

BNJ 61019 – Introducing the Three Sounds, Volume 2 – The Three Sounds [19??] Bobby/Mo-Ge/Soft Touch/Don't Get Around Much Anymore/It Might as Well Be Spring/Goin' Home


BNJ 71001 – Piano Interpretations by Wynton Kelly – Wynton Kelly [19??] Reissue of Blue Note 5025. Blue Moon/Fine and Dandy/I Found a New Baby/Cherokee/Born to Be Blue/Where or When/Moonglow/Moonglow (Alternate Take)/If I Should Lose You/Born to Be Blue (Alternate Take)/Goodbye (78 rpm Version)/Goodbye/Foolin' Myself/There Will Never Be Another You/Do Nothin' Till You Hear from Me/?Summertime/Moonlight in Vermont/Crazy, He Calls Me/Opus Caprice

BNJ 71002 – Introducing the Kenny Drew Trio – Kenny Drew [19??] Reissue of Blue Note 5023. Lover Come Back to Me/Yesterdays (Alternate Take)/Yesterday/Everything Happens to Me/Spring Will Be a Little Late/Be My Love/Drew's Blues/Gloria/Stella by Starlight/Everything Happens to Me (Alternate Take)

BNJ 71003 – Showcase – George Wallington and His Band [19??] Reissue of Blue Note 5045. Summertime/Summertime (Alternate Take)/Festival/Festival (Alternate Take)/Christina/Frankie and Johnnie/Frankie and Johnnie (Alternate Take)/Baby Grand/Bumpkins/Bumpkins (Alternate Take)
BNJ 71004
BNJ 71005

Blue Note GXF Series:
GXF 3051 – Blues in the Night – Sonny Clark [19??] Can't We Be Friends?/I Cover the Waterfront/Somebody Loves Me/Blues in the Night/Blues in the Night (Alternate Take)/All of You/Dancing in the Dark
GXF 3053 – Matador – Grant Green [19??] Matador/Green Jeans/My Favorite Things/Bedouin
GXF 3054 – The Soothsayer – Wayne Shorter [19??] Lost/Valse Triste/The Big Push/The Soothsayer/Lady Day/Angola
GXF 3055 – Clubhouse – Dexter Gordon [19??] Hanky Panky/Devilette/Clubhouse/Jodi/I'm a Fool to Want You/Lady Iris B
GXF 3056 – My Conception – Sonny Clark [19??] Blues Blue/Royal Flush/Junka/Minor Meeting/My Conception/Some Clark Bars
GXF 3057 – Freedom – Kenny Burrell [19??] The Good Life/Stairway to the Stars/Loie/I Hadn't Anyone 'Til You/Love, Your Spell Is Everywhere/Freedom/Lonesome Road/G Minor Bash/K Twist
GXF 3058 – Gooden's Corner – Grant Green [19??] Moon River/On Green Dolphin Street/What Is This Thing Called Love?/Shadrack/Gooden's Corner/Two for One
GXF 3059 – The Collector – Wayne Shorter [19??] Barracudas/Indian Song/Penelope/Etcetera/The Collector
GXF 3060 – Pisces – Art Blakey [19??] United/Ping Pong/Blue Ching/Pisces/Uptight/It's a Long Way Down
GXF 3061 – Oblique – Bobby Hutcherson [19??] Subtle Neptune/My Joy/Theme from "Blow Up"/Oblique/Bi-Sectional/Til Then
GXF 3062 – Tippin' the Scales – Jackie McLean [19??] Nursery Blues/Rainy Blues/Tippin' the Scales/Nicely/Cabin in the Sky/Two for One
GXF 3064 – Two Bones – Curtis Fuller [19??] Pajama Tops/Slide's Ride/Loquacious Lady/Mean Jean/Fuss Budget/Oatmeal Cookie/Da-Baby
GXF 3065 – Oleo – Grant Green [19??] My Favorite Things/Hip Funk/Oleo/Little Girl Blue/Tune Up
GXF 3066 – Poppin’ – Hank Mobley [19??] Gettin' Into Something/Poppin'/East of Brooklyn/Tune Up/Darn That Dream
GXF 3067 – Street Singer – Jackie McLean and Tina Brooks [19??] Melonae's Dance/Appointment in Ghana/Medina/Isle of Java/Street Singer/A Ballad for Doll
GXF 3068 – Sweet Slumber – Lou Donaldson [19??] Sweet and Lovely/You've Changed/Sweet Slumber/It Might as Well Be Spring/What Will I Tell My Heart!/The Good Life/Stardust
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GXF 3069 – The Art of the Trio – Sonny Clark [19??] I Didn't Know What Time It Was (Alternate Take)/Two Bass Hit (Alternate Take)/Tadd's Delight (Alternate Take)/Black Velvet/I'm Just a Lucky So and So/Gee Baby, Ain't I Good to You/Ain't No Use/The Breeze and I


GXF 3071 – Remembering – Grant Green [19??] I'll Remember April/You and the Night and the Music/All the Things You Are/If Had You/I Remember You/Love Walked In


GXF 3073 – Inner Glow – Bobby Hutcherson [19??] Boodaa/Roses Poses/Searchin' the Trane/Inner Glow/Cowboy Bob

**Blue Note GP Series:**

GP 3186 – Lonely Town – Tommy Flanagan [19??] America/Lonely Town/Tonight/It's Love/Lucky to Be Me/Glitter and Be Gay/Make Our Garden Grow

GP 3205 – Captain Caribe – Earl Klugh [19??]

**Blue Note K18 P Series:**

K18P 9280 – The Singles – Jimmy Smith [19??] You Need Connections/'Round About Midnight/I Can't Give You Anything But Love/Plum Nellie/Cha Cha J/The Swingin' Shepherd Blues/Willow Weep for Me/Ain't No Use/Angel Eyes/Ain't That Love